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Abstract. We prove that, at every positive temperature, the infinite-volume free energy of the one dimen-
sional log-gas, or beta-ensemble, has a unique minimiser, which is the Sine-beta process arising from random
matrix theory. We rely on a quantitative displacement convexity argument at the level of point processes,
and on the screening procedure introduced by Sandier-Serfaty.

1. Introduction and main result

1.1. The one-dimensional log-gas. The one-dimensional log-gas in finite volume can be defined as a
system of particles interacting through a repulsive pairwise potential proportional to the logarithm of the
distance, and confined by some external field.

For a fixed value of β > 0, called the inverse temperature parameter, and for N ≥ 1, we consider the
probability measure PN,β on ~XN = (x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ RN defined by the density

(1.1) dPN,β( ~XN ) := 1
ZN,β

exp

−β
∑
i<j

− log |xi − xj |+
N∑
i=1

N
x2
i

2

 ,

with respect to the Lebesgue measure on RN . The quantity ZN,β is a normalization constant, the partition
function. We call PN,β the canonical Gibbs measure of the log-gas.

Part of the motivation for studying log-gases comes from Random Matrix Theory (RMT), for which
PN,β describes the joint law of N eigenvalues in certain classical models: the Gaussian orthogonal, unitary,
symplectic ensemble respectively for β = 1, 2, 4, and the “tridiagonal model” discovered in [DE02] for arbitrary
β. We refer to the book [For10] for a comprehensive presentation of the connection between log-gases and
random matrices. Log-gases are also interesting from a statistical physics point of view, as a toy model with
singular, long-range interaction.

Questions about such systems usually deal with the large N limit (also called thermodynamic, or infinite-
volume limit) of the system, as encoded by certain observables. For example, in order to understand the
“global” behavior, one may look at the empirical measure 1

N

∑N
i=1 δxi , and asks about the typical behavior

of this random probability measure on R as N tends to infinity. By now, this is fairly well understood, we
refer e.g. to the recent lecture notes [Ser17] and the references therein. In the present paper, we are rather
interested in the asymptotic behavior at microscopic scale.

1.2. The Sine-beta process. Let CN,0 be the point configuration

CN,0 :=
N∑
i=1

δNxi ,

where ~XN = (x1, . . . , xN ) is distributed according to PN,β . The limit in law of CN,0 as N → ∞ was
constructed in [VV09] and named the Sineβ process. We refer to [KS09] for a different construction of a
process that turns out to be same, and to [VV17a, VV17b] for recent developments concerning Sineβ . This
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process is the universal behavior of log-gases (in the bulk), in the sense that replacing the x2
i

2 term in (1.1) by
a general potential V (xi) yields the same microscopic limit, up to a scaling on the average density of points
(our convention is that Sineβ has intensity 1) and mild assumptions on V , see [BEY12,BEY14].

In [DHLM18], a different description of Sineβ is given using the Dobrushin-Landford-Ruelle (DLR) for-
malism, but the question of whether Sineβ is the unique solution to DLR equations is left open. The main
result of the present paper answers positively to a slightly different uniqueness question, phrased in terms of
the log-gas free energy.

1.3. The log-gas free energy. In [LS17], the infinite-volume free energy of the log-gas (and of other related
systems) was introduced as the weighted sum Fβ := βW+E , where the functionals W, E and the free energy
Fβ are defined on the space of stationary random point processes. The functional W corresponds to the
“renormalized energy” introduced in [SS12], and adapted to this context in [SS15a,PS17], and E is the usual
specific relative entropy. Both terms are defined below, see Section 2.

The free energy Fβ appears in [LS17] as the rate function for a large deviation principle concerning the
behavior of log-gases at the microscopic level. If ~XN = (x1, . . . , xN ) is an N -tuple of particles distributed
according to the Gibbs measure (1.1) of a log-gas, they are known to typically arrange themselves on an inter-
val approximately given by [−2, 2]. For x in this interval, we let CN,x be the point configuration (x1, . . . , xN )
“seen from x”, namely CN,x :=

∑N
i=1 δN(xi−x). We may then consider the empirical field of the system in the

state ~XN , defined as

EmpN ( ~XN ) := 1
4

∫ 2

−2
δCN,xdx.

The empirical field EmpN ( ~XN ) is a probability measure on (finite) point configurations in R, and it was
proven in [LS17] that its law satisfies a large deviation principle, at speed N , with a rate function built using
Fβ . We refer to the paper cited above for a precise statement, here it suffices to say that understanding
the minimisers of Fβ gives an understanding of the typical microscopic behavior of a finite N log-gas at
temperature β, when N is large.

For any β in (0,+∞), the functional Fβ is known to be lower semi-continuous, with compact sub-level sets.
In particular, it admits a compact subset of minimisers. However, the question of uniqueness of minimisers
for Fβ remained open, and we address it in this paper.

1.4. Main result.

Theorem 1. For any β in (0,+∞), the free energy Fβ has a unique minimiser.

Since it was proven in [LS17, Corollary 1.2] that Sineβ minimises Fβ , we deduce that:

Corollary 1.1. For any β in (0,+∞), the Sineβ process is the unique minimiser of Fβ .

This provides a variational characterization of Sineβ . A weaker variational property of Sineβ had been
used e.g. in [Leb16] to prove the convergence of Sineβ to a Poisson point process as β → 0, retrieving a result
of [AD14].

1.5. Elements of proof and plan of the paper. The proof of Theorem 1 goes by contradiction. We
assume that Fβ admits two distinct minimisers, and we construct a stationary point process whose free
energy is stricly less than minFβ , which is of course absurd. Since the free energy Fβ is affine, it is not
strictly convex for the usual linear interpolation of probability measures. We use instead the notion of
displacement convexity, which was introduced in [McC97] to remedy situations where energy functionals are
not convex in the usual sense. This idea was suggested to us by Alice Guionnet, and we warmly thank her
for her insight.
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Strategy of the proof. The proof goes by contradiction. We start with two stationary point processes P0,P1

such that P0 6= P1, and assume that both are minimisers of Fβ . We cannot argue via displacement convexity
directly on the level of P0,P1 since they are probability measures on infinite point configurations. Optimal
transport theory for random stationary measures as initiated in [HS13,Hue16,EH15] is not yet developed well
enough to be directly applicable. Instead, we use transport theory between finite measures together with a
careful approximation argument relying on screening of electric fields. More precisely, we write

Fβ(P) = lim
R→∞

1
|ΛR|

(βWR(P) + ER(P)) ,

where WR, ER are quantities (the energy, and the relative entropy) depending on the restriction of P to the
line segment ΛR := [−R,R].

(1) Let P0
R,P1

R be the restriction of P0,P1 to ΛR. Assume that there are almost surely 2R points in
[−R,R]. We may thus see P0

R,P1
R as probability measures on [−R,R]2R, apply classical results about

optimal transportation, and find an optimal transport map TR which pushes P0
R onto P1

R.
In fact, it is not true that P0,P1 have almost surely 2R points in ΛR, so we first perform a version

of the “screening procedure” of Sandier-Serfaty. It has for effect to modify the configurations near
the extremities of [−R,R] in order to enforce the correct number of points, while not changing too
much the average energy, nor the entropy. The screening procedure requires some conditions in order
to be applied, we will need to guarantee that they are verified with high probability under P0,P1.

(2) We let Ph
R be the half-interpolate of P0

R,P1
R along the displacement TR, i.e. the push-forward of P0

R

by 1
2 (Id + TR). A result of [McC97] ensures that the relative entropy is displacement convex, so

ER[Ph
R] ≤ 1

2
(
ER(P0) + ER(P1)

)
.

Moreover, the interaction potential − log |x − y| is strictly convex, so again by a result of [McC97],
the energy WR is also displacement convex. More precisely, we have

WR[Ph
R] ≤ 1

2
(
WR(P0) +WR(P1)

)
−GainR,

where GainR > 0 is some quantitative positive gain due to the strict convexity of the interaction.
With some work, using the fact that P0,P1 are stationary, we are able to show that the gain is at
least proportional to R.

(3) We turn Ph
R into a process on the full line by pasting independent copies of itself on disjoint intervals of

length 2R. The relative entropy is additive, and we can show that the interaction of two independent
copies is almost zero. Thanks to the quantitative convexity estimate, we obtain a global candidate
Ph for which

Fβ(Ph) < 1
2
(
Fβ(P0) + Fβ(P1)

)
,

which is absurd, hence the minimiser of Fβ is unique.

Plan of the paper.
• In Section 2, we define formally the logarithmic energy and the specific relative entropy, which are

the two ingredients of the log-gas free energy.
• In Section 3, we present the screening procedure.
• In Section 4, we state a key discrepancy estimate, and collect auxiliary results controlling the typical

size of the gaps, and positions of points, for processes of finite logarithmic energy.
• In Section 5, we implement the first step of the proof, by performing the screening procedure on a

large box for any given point process with finite energy.
• In Section 6, we recall results from optimal transportation and the theory of displacement convexity.
• In Section 7, we apply displacement interpolation to build a local candidate: the interpolate process

in a large box, whose local energy and entropy are better than the two processes it was constructed
from.
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• In Section 8, we use the interpolate process to build a global candidate, that is a stationary point
process whose free energy is strictly smaller than the minimum of Fβ , which is the desired contra-
diction.
• Finally, in Appendix A, we gather the proofs of some technical lemmas, and in Appendix B we sketch

a proof of the screening procedure adapted to the present setting.

1.6. Preliminary definitions and notation.

Notation.
• For R > 0, we denote by ΛR the interval [−R,R].
• If I is an interval of R, we let |I| be its length.
• If A is a subset of R or R2, we denote the boundary of A by ∂A.
• We let � be the diagonal in R× R.
• We will use the symbol � to denote an inequality that holds up to some universal (positive) multi-

plicative constant.
• Points in R× R are denoted by upper case letters, e.g. X = (x, y).
• If µ is a signed measure on some interval I ⊂ R, we will sometimes treat it as a signed measure on
I × R, where it is understood that, ϕ : I × R→ R being a test function, we define

(1.2)
∫
I×R

ϕ(x, y)dµ(x, y) :=
∫
I

ϕ(x, 0)dµ(x).

• If µ is a probability measure on X and F is a map from X to Y , we let F∗µ be the push-forward of
µ by F , which is a probability measure on Y .

Point configurations and processes.
• A point configuration C on a set S ⊂ R is defined as a purely atomic Radon measure on S, giving

integer mass to singletons and finite mass to any compact set. Any configuration can be written as
C =

∑
i∈I δpi , where (pi)i is a collection of points in S and I is finite or countable. Here, multiple

points are allowed. A configuration is simple if no multiple points occur, i.e. C({x}) ∈ {0, 1} for all x.
In this case we also consider C as a locally finite collection of points, i.e. the set {pi, i ∈ I}. Abusing
notation we write C =

∑
p∈C δp. For all random configurations we consider, multiple points do not

occur almost surely.
• For any interval I ⊂ R, we let Conf(I) be the space of point configurations supported on I. It is

endowed with the initial topology for the family of maps C 7→
∫
ϕdC, for ϕ continuous and compactly

supported on R (topology for which it is a Polish space), and with the associated Borel sigma-algebra.
• Given a subset J ⊂ I and C ∈ Conf(I), we denote by |JC the restriction of C to J (viewed as a

measure).
• If u ∈ R and C ∈ Conf(R), we let C − u be the translation of C by u, which is the point configuration

corresponding to shifting all the points of C by −u, or equivalently, for any test function ϕ∫
ϕd (C − u) :=

∫
ϕ(·+ u)dC.

• We will use two ways of enumerating points of a configuration:
– In a fixed interval [−R,R], we will write −R ≤ z0 ≤ z1 ≤ · · · ≤ zk ≤ · · · ≤ R, enumerating

points from the leftmost one.
– On R, we will write . . . x−k ≤ · · · ≤ x−1 < 0 ≤ x0 ≤ x1 ≤ · · · ≤ xk ≤ . . . , enumerating points

starting from the origin.
We will need to pass from one enumeration to the other, for example in (5.8).
• A point process on I is a probability measure on Conf(I). For J ⊂ I and a point process P on I

we denote by PJ its restriction to J , i.e. PJ = (|J)∗P the point process on J obtained as the image
under the restriction map |J : Conf(I)→ Conf(J).
• We let Π be the Poisson point process on R of intensity 1.
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Discrepancy.

Definition 1.2 (Discrepancy). If C is a finite point configuration, we let |C| be the number of points of C. If
C is a point configuration and I an interval, we let CI be the restriction of C to I. In particular, |CI | denotes
the number of points of C in I. We then define the discrepancy of C in I as the difference:
(1.3) DiscrI(C) := |CI | − |I|.

2. Definition of the free energy

2.1. Electric fields and electric energy. Let us recall that, in the sense of distributions, the following
identity holds

−div (∇ (− log | · |)) = 2πδ0 in R× R,
which corresponds to the fact that X 7→ 1

2π log |X| is the fundamental solution of Laplace’s equation ∆f = δ0
in dimension two.

Electric fields.

Definition 2.1 (Electric fields). Let I be an interval of R.
• We call electric fields on I the set of all vector fields E in Lploc(I × R,R × R), for some 1 < p < 2

fixed.
• Let C be a finite point configuration in I and E an electric field on I. We say that E is compatible

with C in I provided
(2.1) − div(E) = 2π (C − dx) in I × R,

in the sense of distributions, and using the convention of (1.2). See (2.4) for an example.
• If E is compatible with C in I, for η ∈ (0, 1) we define the η-truncation of the electric field E as

(2.2) Eη(X) := E(X)−
∑
p∈C∩I

∇fη(X − (p, 0)),

where fη is the function

fη(x) = max
(
− log

(
|x|
η

)
, 0
)
.

• In particular, if C =
∑
x∈C δx is a point configuration in I and E is compatible with C, the truncation

Eη satisfies the equation (compare with (2.1))

(2.3) − div(Eη) = 2π
(∑
x∈C

σx,η − dx

)
in I × R,

where σx,η is the “smeared out charge” as in [RS16], the uniform measure on the circle of radius η
around x (the measure σx,η is truly supported on R× R).

Definition 2.2 (The local electric field). Let R > 0, let C be a point configuration in ΛR.
• We define the local electric field generated by C as

(2.4) X ∈ R× R 7→ Eloc(X; C; ΛR) :=
∫

ΛR
−∇ log |X − (u, 0)|(dC(u)− du).

• For any η > 0, we define the local energy of C (truncated at η) as

(2.5) Welec
η (C; ΛR) := 1

2π

∫
R×R
|Eloc
η |2 + |C| log η.

Remark 2.3. Eloc is a model case for the definition of electric fields. Indeed, Eloc is an electric field
compatible with C in ΛR, in the sense of (2.1), and it is in Lploc for all p ∈ (1, 2) but fails to be in L2 near
each point of C.
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The intrinsic energy, monotonicity estimates.

Definition 2.4 (The intrinsic energy). Let C be a point configuration in ΛR. We define the intrinsic energy
of C as the quantity

(2.6) Wint(C; ΛR) :=
∫∫

(ΛR×ΛR)\�
− log |x− y|(dC(x)− dx)(dC(y)− dy) ,

where � denotes the diagonal in ΛR × ΛR.

Lemma 2.5 (Monotonicity estimates). Let C be a finite point configuration in ΛR, with exactly |ΛR| points.
(1) The limit limη→0 Welec

η (C; ΛR) exists and satisfies

(2.7) lim
η→0

Welec
η (C; ΛR) = Wint(C; ΛR).

(2) We have, for η > 0
(2.8) Welec

η (C; ΛR) ≤Wint(C; ΛR) + |ΛR|ErMono(η),
where ErMono is some function independent of C, satisfying

(2.9) lim
η→0

ErMono(η) = 0.

(3) Conversely, we have, for η > 0
(2.10) Wint(C; ΛR) ≤Welec

η (C; ΛR) + |ΛR|ErMono(η) + ErTrun(C, η; ΛR),
where ErMono is as above, and ErTrun satisfies

(2.11) ErTrun(C, η; ΛR) ≤
∫∫

(x,y)∈ΛR×ΛR,0<|x−y|<2η
− log |x− y| dC(x)dC(y).

Proof. The existence of the limit and (2.7) is proven e.g. in [SS15a]. The monotonicity estimates (2.8), (2.10)
follow from [PS17, Lemma 2.3](by sending the parameter α appearing there to 0). �

Electric energy of a point process.

Definition 2.6. We introduce the first component of the free energy functional: the electric energy of a
point process.

• Let C be a point configuration on R. We define the global electric energy of C as

(2.12) W̃elec(C) := inf
E

(
lim
η→0

(
lim sup
R→∞

1
|ΛR|

1
2π

∫
ΛR×R

|Eη|2 + log η
))

,

where the inf is taken over electric fields E that are compatible with C in R, in the sense of Definition
2.1. As usual, if there is no such electric fields, we let W̃elec(C) := +∞.
• Let P be a point process. We define the electric energy of P as the quantity

(2.13) W(P) := EP

[
W̃elec(C)

]
.

We refer to [LS17, Section 2.7] for more details. The following remark is a consequence of [LS17, Lemmas
2.3 and 3.8].

Remark 2.7. If C is a point configuration such that W̃elec(C) is finite, then the infimum in (2.12) is attained
for exactly one electric field E, and in fact all other compatible fields have infinite energy. If P is a point
process with finite energy, there is a measurable choice C 7→ E of compatible electric fields such that

W(P) = EP

[
lim
η→0

(
lim sup
R→∞

1
|ΛR|

1
2π

∫
ΛR×R

|Eη|2 + log η
)]

.

Moreover, if P is stationary, we can write for any R > 1,

(2.14) W(P) = lim
η→0

EP

[
1
|ΛR|

1
2π

∫
ΛR×R

|Eη|2 + log η
]
.
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Remark 2.8. An alternative definition for the logarithmic energy of a point process P was introduced
in [Leb16], inspired by [BS13]. We define the intrinsic energy of P as

(2.15) W int(P) := lim inf
L→∞

1
|ΛL|

EP
[
Wint(C; ΛL)

]
.

The energies W and W int are related to each other, in particular it is proven in [Leb16][Prop. 5.1.] that if P
is a stationary process with small discrepancies, for example such that supL EP

[
Discr2

ΛL
]
<∞, we have

(2.16) W(P) ≤ W int(P),

and in fact one can obtain some weak form of the converse inequality, via a recovery sequence, we refer
to [Leb16] for more details.

2.2. The specific relative entropy.

Definition 2.9 (Specific relative entropy). Let P be a stationary point process. The following limit exists
in [0,+∞] and defines the specific relative entropy of P with respect to the Poisson point process.

(2.17) E [P] := lim
R→∞

1
|ΛR|

Ent
[
P|ΛR

∣∣Π|ΛR] .
It is a lower semi-continuous, affine function of P. Its unique minimiser – among stationary processes – is

the Poisson process itself, for which E [Π] = 0. We refer e.g. to [FV17, Sec. 6.9.2] for elementary properties
of the specific entropy.

2.3. The free energy.

Definition 2.10 (The free energy Fβ). Let β > 0 be fixed. For any stationary point process P, we define
the free energy Fβ(P) as the weighted sum

(2.18) Fβ(P) := βW(P) + E(P).

It is lower semi-continuous, affine, and has compact sub-level sets. In particular, it has a minimum, and
admits a compact set of minimisers (our point is to prove that there is only one).

3. The screening procedure

The screening technique has been introduced in [SS15b], followed by several adaptations in e.g. [RS16,
PS17]. In this section, we state a version of the procedure suitable for us. In particular, the stationary
nature of our problem allows us to bypass the usual step of “finding a good boundary”, and we work with a
fixed good boundary. In Claim 3.4, we add a technical remark concerning the “new” points produced by the
screening construction, that is needed here.

3.1. Screened fields.

Definition 3.1 (Screened fields). Let C be a point configuration in an interval I, and let E be an electric
field, compatible with C in I, i.e. (2.1) holds. We say that E is screened, and write E ∈ Screen(C, I) when

(3.1) E · ~ν = 0 on ∂(I × R),

where ~ν is the outer unit normal vector.

The original motivation for working with screened electric fields is that one can paste such fields together:
since their normal component agree on the boundary, they form a globally compatible electric field. In the
present paper, we use this screening property rather incidentally, only to compare the “screened” energy with
the “local” energy in the proof of Proposition 5.7. Here we mostly use the screening procedure as a way
to transform a configuration with possibly more or less than 2R points in [−R,R] into a configuration with
exactly 2R points, in such a way that we keep the “old” configuration on a large segment, and that we do
not augment much the energy.
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3.2. The screening procedure.

Proposition 3.2 (Screening). Let s ∈
(
0, 1

4
)

and let M > 1. There exists a universal constant ηscr > 0 and
R0 = R0(s,M) > 0 such that for any η ∈ (0, ηscr) and any integer R ≥ R0, the following holds:
Put R′ := R(1 − s), Old := ΛR′ , and New := ΛR \ Old. Let C be a point configuration in ΛR, let E be
compatible with C in Old, and let Eη be the truncation as in (2.2).

Assume that

Mscr :=
∫
{−R′,R′}×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 ≤M(3.2)

escr := 1
s4R

∫
ΛR×(R\(− 1

2 s
2R, 1

2 s
2R))
|E|2 ≤ 1.(3.3)

and that furthermore
(3.4)

∣∣C[−R′−2η,−R′+2η]
∣∣ = 0,

∣∣C[R′−2η,R′+2η]
∣∣ = 0.

Then, there exists a probability measure Φscr
C,s,η,R on point configurations in ΛR such that for Φscr

C,s,η,R-a.e.
configuration Cscr, the following holds:

• The number of points is given by |Cscr
ΛR | = |ΛR|.

• The configurations C and Cscr coincide on Old.
• There is no point at distance less than 1

10 of {−R,R}.
• The pairs of points of Cscr which are at distance less than η form a subset of the pairs of points of C

with the same property, in particular

(3.5)
∫∫

0<|x−y|<η
− log |x− y|dCscr(x)dCscr(y) ≤

∫∫
0<|x−y|<η

− log |x− y|dC(x)dC(y).

• There exists an electric field Escr in Screen(Cscr,ΛR) such that

(3.6)
∫

ΛR×R
|Escr
η |2 ≤

∫
ΛR×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 + ErrScr,

with an error term ErrScr bounded by
(3.7) ErrScr � | log η|MsR.

Moreover, the restriction of Φscr
C,s,η,R to New can be written as the point process given by

(3.8) Cscr
New :=

n∑
i=1

δpi+riη,

where n := |Cscr
New| is the number of points of Cscr in New, the pi’s are points in New, and the ri’s are i.i.d

uniform random variables in
[
− 1

4 ,
1
4
]
. The number n and the points pi are deterministic for Φscr

C,s,η,R, namely
they depend only on C.

New NewOld

−R

−R0 R0

R

sR sR

−R

−R0 R0

R
p1 p2 pn

Screening

Figure 1. A before/after illustration of the screening procedure. The crosses correspond to
the deterministic positions pi, which are not points of the configuration, but around which
we place “new” points (in red).
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Remark 3.3. In the screening procedure of [PS17], designed for being applied to a finite gas, the condition
(3.2) is replaced by a bound of the form

1
R

∫
ΛR×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 ≤M.

Then a mean value argument is used to find a “good boundary” on which an estimate of the type (3.2) holds.
Taking advantage of the stationary character of the infinite gas, we may skip this step and impose a fixed
good boundary. It shortens the procedure a bit, and turns out to be very convenient for the proof of entropy
estimates below.

Assuming (3.4) is not mandatory, and not used in [PS17], but it simplifies the technical details of the
proof.

3.3. A technical remark on the screening construction. The set New consists of two intervals [−R,−R′]
and [R′, R], with R − R′ = sR. We state here the results for the “left side” [−R,−R′], they extend readily
to the other side.

Claim 3.4 (Position of the new points). Let kmax be the number of points of Cscr in [−R,−R′] and for
1 ≤ k ≤ kmax, let zk be the k-th point of Cscr in [−R,R′], starting from the leftmost one. We also write

zk = −R+ k − 1/2,
which corresponds to the “ideal” position of zk if the points were regularly spaced.

• The number kmax satisfies
(3.9) |kmax − sR| �M1/2sR1/2.

• For k such that s2R � |sR − k| (for points that are close to −R and far from the boundary point
−R′ between New and Old), we have

(3.10) |zk − zk| �
k

R1/2 ,

so in particular we have |zk − zk| � k
2 and |zk − zk| � sR1/2. It also implies

(3.11)
∣∣Discr[−R,−R+k]

∣∣ � k

R1/2 ,

• For k such that |sR − k| � s2R (for points that are close to the boundary point −R′ between New
and Old and far from −R), we have:

(3.12) |zk − zk| �M1/2sR1/2.

It also implies
(3.13)

∣∣Discr[−R,−R+k]
∣∣ �M1/2sR1/2.

Proposition 3.2 is based on the existing screening procedure. A sketch of the proof with, in particular, a
justification of Claim 3.4, is given in Section B.

4. Discrepancy estimate, gaps

4.1. A discrepancy estimate. Let us recall that for an interval I, the discrepancy DiscrI(C) is defined as
|CI | − |I|, hence EP

[
Discr2

I

]
can be thought of as the variance, under P, of the number of points in I. It is

observed in [LS17, Lemma 3.2], that if W(P) is finite, we have

(4.1) lim sup
R→∞

1
|ΛR|

EP
[
Discr2

ΛR
]
<∞.

Moreover, in [LS17, Remark 3.3], it was proven that if P is a stationary point process on R with finite energy,
then

(4.2) lim inf
R→∞

1
|ΛR|

EP
[
Discr2

ΛR
]

= 0.
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In fact, an examination of the proof allows for a stronger statement.

Lemma 4.1 (The variance of the number of points). Assume that W(P) is finite. Then

(4.3) lim
R→∞

1
|ΛR|

EP
[
Discr2

ΛR
]

= 0.

We give the proof of Lemma 4.1 in Section A.1. The gain from (4.2) to (4.3) may seem minor, but it turns
out to be crucial here (it is also used in a central way in [Leb18]).

4.2. Points, gaps and positions.

Definition of the gaps.

Definition 4.2 (Points and gaps, counted from the origin). For any point configuration C on R, let us
enumerate the points of C, counted from the origin, as

(4.4) · · · < x−k < · · · < x−2 < x−1 < 0 ≤ x0 < x1 < · · · < xk < . . . .

For C fixed and k ∈ Z, we will write xk(C) to denote the k-th point of C in the sense of this enumeration.
The enumeration (4.4) is well-defined if all the points are simple, which is an event of full measure for all the
processes considered here.

We define the sequence of gaps “counted from 0” for C as the sequence {Γk}k∈Z, where

(4.5) Γk = xk+1 − xk.

If C is a finite configuration, we let Γk = +∞ after the last point is reached in either direction.

Definition 4.3 (Position of the first point after translation). For a given point configuration C, and a real
number u, we let Pos(C;u) be the integer such that

(4.6) Pos(C;u) = m ⇐⇒ x0(C − u) = xm(C) ⇐⇒ Γ0(C − u) = Γm(C).

In plain words, Pos(C;u) is the position in C of the first point (counted from 0) of the translated configuration
C − u.

0 u
x−k

(...) (...)

x−2 x−1 x0 x1 xmΓ0Γ−1

Pos(C; u) = m

0

x0
0 x0

1 x0
2

x1
0 x1

1 x1
2

T0 T1 T2

Average size of the gaps.

Lemma 4.4 (Gaps are of order 1 in average). Let 0 < η < 1/2, R > 0, let C be a configuration in ΛR that
has at least R/2 points1 in [0, R] and in [−R, 0]. We have:

(4.7)
R
2∑

i=−R2

(Γi)2 � R+
∫

[−R,R]×R
|Eη|2.

This result says that gaps are “typically of order 1”, because in view of (2.14) we expect the second term
in the right-hand side of (4.7) to be of order R. We give the proof of Lemma 4.4 in Section A.2.

1One could e.g. enforce that R/2 is an integer, but more generally for x real, having “at least x points” means “having at
least dxe points”,

∑x

k=0, means
∑bxc

k=0 etc.
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Deviations estimates for the positions. Intuitively, since the processes have intensity 1, the first point of a
configuration, counted from the origin, is close to 0, and the k-th point is at a distance ≈ k. It would imply
that the first point of C − u is ≈ u, and more generally that the v-th point of C − u is ≈ u+ v. The following
lemma shows that these heuristics are correct.

Lemma 4.5. Let P be a stationary point process and assume that W(P) is finite. It holds, for any u, v in Z

(4.8) lim
w→+∞

P
(
xPos(C,u)+v(C) ≥ (u+ v) + w

)
= 0.

Similarly, we have

(4.9) lim
w→+∞

P
(
xPos(C,u)+v(C) ≤ (u+ v)− w

)
= 0.

Proof. The fact that xPos(C,u)+v(C) ≥ (u + v) + w implies that there are less than v points between u and
u+ v + w, and hence {

xPos(C,u)+v(C) ≥ w + u+ v
}
⊂
{

Discr[u,u+v+w] ≥ w.
}

In view of (4.1), and since P is stationary, the probability of the latter event tends to 0 as w → ∞, for v
fixed, independently of u. The proof of (4.9) is identical. �

In particular:
• Taking u, v = 0, so that Pos(C, u) + v = 0 and sending w →∞, we get

(4.10) lim
w→∞

P (x0(C) ≥ w) = 0.

This shows that indeed the first point of a configuration is typically at a bounded distance from 0.
• Taking v fixed, w = u− v, and sending u→∞, we obtain

(4.11) lim
u→∞

P
(
xPos(C,u)+v(C) ≥ 2u

)
= 0.

This shows that for v fixed and u large, the v-th point of C − u cannot be much further than 2u.
This estimate is far from being sharp, but it is enough for our purposes.

4.3. Distinct stationary processes have distinct gap distributions.

Proposition 4.6 (Distinct gap distributions I). Let P0,P1 be two stationary point processes such thatW(P0)
and W(P1) are finite, and assume that P0 6= P1. Then there exists c > 0, an integer r ≥ 1, and a function
H : R2r+1

+ → R, such that
• H is compactly supported, bounded by 1, and 1-Lipschitz with respect to the ‖ · ‖1 norm on R2r+1

+ ,
i.e.

(4.12) ‖H‖∞ ≤ 1, |H(a−r, . . . , ar)−H(b−r, . . . , br)| ≤
r∑

i=−r
|ai − bi|.

• H detects the difference of distribution of the gaps of P0 and P1, namely

(4.13) EP0 [H(Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)]− EP1 [H(Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)] > c.

We postpone the proof of Lemma 4.6 to Section A.3.

Proposition 4.7 (Distinct gap distributions II). Let P0,P1 be two stationary point processes such that
W(P0) and W(P1) are finite, and assume that P0 6= P1. There exists g > 0 such that for R large enough, any
coupling Q of the restrictions of P0,P1 to ΛR, and any random variable S bounded by R1/2, then

(4.14) EQ

 R/2∑
i=−R/2

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi+S(C1)
∣∣2

|Γi(C0)|2 + |Γi+S(C1)|2

 ≥ gR.
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We give the proof of Proposition 4.7 in Section A.4. Intuitively, the reason that (4.14) holds true is the
following: we know that the gaps are typically of order 1 (see Lemma 4.4), so the denominator is of order
1, and P0,P1 are stationary so the difference between their gaps distribution on a given interval should be
proportional to its length.

Since the quantity |Γi(C0)−Γi+S(C1)|2
|Γi(C0)|2+|Γi+S(C1)|2 is bounded, the following extension of Proposition 4.7 is straightfor-

ward.

Corollary 4.8. In the situation of Proposition 4.7, if A,B are events such that

P0(A) ≥ 1− g

100 , P1(B) ≥ 1− g

100 ,

and if Q̃ is a coupling of the restrictions to ΛR of P0 conditioned to A and P1 conditioned to B, then

EQ̃

 R/2∑
i=−R/2

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi+S(C1)
∣∣2

|Γi(C0)|2 + |Γi+S(C1)|2

 ≥ 1
2gR.

Proof. Indeed, we can lift the coupling Q̃ of the conditioned processes (restricted to ΛR) to a coupling of
P0,P1 (restricted to ΛR) by defining

Q := P0(A)P1(B) · Q̃ + 1(A×B)c · P0∣∣
ΛR
⊗ P1∣∣

ΛR
,

and we apply Proposition 4.7 to Q. Letting

G :=
R/2∑

i=−R/2

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi+S(C1)
∣∣2

|Γi(C0)|2 + |Γi+S(C1)|2 ,

which is a quantity bounded by R, we have EQ[G] ≥ gR, but also

EQ̃[G] = EQ[1A×BG] 1
P0(A)P1(B) ≥ EQ[1A×BG] ≥ EQ[G]− Q((A×B)c)R,

and using the assumptions on P0(A),P1(B) we get the result. �

5. Large box approximation

In this section, we introduce an approximation scheme: given a point process P, and parameters ε, s > 0,
for R large enough we are able, after conditioning on a likely event GEventR, to restrict P in ΛR, to modify
the configurations near the edges of ΛR, and to produce a “local candidate” P̃R in ΛR which

(1) “Looks like” P (in a sense that is controlled by the parameter s).
(2) Has an energy, entropy comparable to those of P, up to small errors (controlled by ε).
(3) Has various good discrepancies bounds (controlled by s).
(4) Has almost surely 2R points in ΛR.

Points 1 and 4 are obtained through the screening procedure described in Section 3. Points 2 and 3 are
guaranteed by conditioning on a good event, and using properties that hold for processes with finite energy,
as mentioned in Section 4. The first step is to check that certain conditions, related to the applicability of the
screening procedure, or to the good controls on the discrepancy that we want to enforce, are often satisfied
under P, if P has finite energy.

5.1. Conditions that are often satisfied. Let P be a stationary point process such that W(P) is finite.
We recall that to P-almost every configuration is associated an electric field E such that (2.14) holds.
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Good energy. This control is related to the condition (3.2) in the statement of the screening procedure.

Claim 5.1 (Good energy). For all η in (0, 1), for all δ > 0, for all M large enough (depending on P, η, δ),
for all s ∈

(
0, 1

4
)

for all R > 1, letting R′ = R(1− s) (as in Proposition 3.2), the event

GEnergy(R, s,M, η) :=
{∫
{−R′,R′}×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 ≤M
}

satisfies
P (GEnergy(R, s,M, η)) ≥ 1− δ.

Proof. Since P is stationary and has finite energy we have, in view of (2.14), for any fixed η, for any x > 0

EP

[∫
{−x,x}×R

|Eη|2
]

= EP

[
1
R

∫
ΛR×R

|Eη|2
]
< +∞,

and the claim follows by applying Markov’s inequality. �

Good decay on the vertical axis. This control is related to the condition (3.3) in the statement of the screening
procedure.

Claim 5.2 (Good decay of the field the vertical axis). For all δ > 0, for all s > 0, for all R large enough
(depending on P, δ, s), the event

GDecay(R, s) :=
{

1
s4R

∫
[−R,R]×(R\(−s2R,s2R))

|E|2 ≤ 1
}

satisfies
P (GDecay(R, s)) ≥ 1− δ.

Proof. For any R, for any t > 0, since P is stationary we have

EP

[
1
R

∫
[−R,R]×(R\(−t,t))

|E|2
]

= EP

[∫
[−1,1]×(R\(−t,t))

|E|2
]
< +∞.

On the other hand, by dominated convergence we have

lim
t→+∞

EP

[∫
[−1,1]×(R\(−t,t))

|E|2
]

= 0.

Therefore, for any given δ, s, we see that for t ≥ t0 large enough (depending on P, δ, s), it holds

EP

[∫
[−1,1]×(R\(−t,t))

|E|2
]
≤ δs4 .

Then for any R ≥ R0 := t0
s2 (depending on P, δ, s), we have

P
(

1
s4R

∫
[−R,R]×(R\(−s2R,s2R))

|E|2 > 1
)
≤ 1
s4EP

[∫
[−1,1]×(R\(−s2R,s2R))

|E|2
]
≤ δ,

which proves the claim. �
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The “good field” event.

Definition 5.3. We introduce the event GField(R, s,M, η) as the set of all configurations C such that there
exists a field E satisfying the following three conditions:

(1) E is compatible with C in Old := ΛR(1−s) = ΛR′ .
(2) E satisfies the “good energy” estimate∫

{−R′,R′}×[−R,R]
|Eη|2 ≤M

(3) E satisfies the “good decay” estimate
1
s4R

∫
[−R,R]×(R\(−s2R,s2R))

|E|2 ≤ 1

Claim 5.4. By construction, the event GField(R, s,M, η) depends only on the restriction of C to ΛR′ . Since
the global field (compatible with C on the whole real line) is always a candidate, and in view of the definitions
above, we have

P (GField(R, s,M, η)) ≥ P (GEnergy(R, s,M, η) ∩ GDecay(R, s)) ,
so in particular, combining Claim 5.1 and Claim 5.2. For all δ > 0, for all M large enough, for all s > 0, for
all R large enough, we have

P (GField(R, s,M, η)) ≥ 1− δ.

Good discrepancy estimates. The condition (5.1) is related to the assumption (3.4) in the screening procedure,
and the two other conditions are useful estimates that we want to enforce.

Claim 5.5 (Good discrepancy estimates). Let us introduce the following events:

GD1(R, s, η) :=
{∣∣C[−R′−2η,−R′+2η]

∣∣ =
∣∣C[R′−2η,R′+2η]

∣∣ = 0
}

(5.1)

GD2(R, s) :=
{∣∣Discr[−R′,0]

∣∣+
∣∣Discr[0,R′]

∣∣ ≤ sR1/2
}
,(5.2)

GD3(R, s) :=


R′∑

i=−R′

∣∣Discr[−R′,i]
∣∣ ≤ s2R3/2,

 .(5.3)

and we let GDiscr(R, s, η) := GD1(R, s, η) ∩ GD2(R, s) ∩ GD3(R, s).
Then for all δ > 0, for all η > 0 small enough (depending on δ), for all s ∈

(
0, 1

4
)
, for all R large enough

(depending on P, δ, s), we have
P (GDiscr(R, s, η)) ≥ 1− δ.

Proof. For GD1, we recall that P has intensity 1, so for all s,R and η > 0.

EP
[∣∣C[−R′−2η,−R′+2η]

∣∣] = 4η.

Of course the number of points in a given interval is an integer valued random variable. We thus have

P
[∣∣C[−R′−2η,−R′+2η]

∣∣ > 0
]

= P
[∣∣C[−R′−2η,−R′+2η]

∣∣ ≥ 1
]
≤ 4η,

and we then take η small enough (depending only on δ).
For GD2, we use Lemma 4.1 and Markov’s inequality. For GD3, we note that by Lemma 4.1 we have

1
R3/2EP

 R′∑
i=−R′

|Discr[−R′,i]|

 ≤ 1
R

R′∑
i=−R′

√
1
R
EP
[
|Discr[−R′,i]|2

]
−→ 0 , as R→∞ ,

and use again Markov’s inequality. �
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Good truncation error.

Claim 5.6 (Good truncation error). For all δ, ε > 0, for all η ∈ (0, 1) small enough (depending on P, δ, ε),
and for all R > 1, the event

(5.4) GTrunc(R, η, ε) :=
{∫∫

{x,y∈ΛR×ΛR,0<|x−y|<2η}
− log |x− y| dC(x)dC(y) ≤ ε

100R
}

satisfies
P (GTrunc(R, η, ε)) ≥ 1− δ.

Proof. By stationarity we have, for R > 1,

EP

[∫∫
{(x,y)∈ΛR×ΛR,0<|x−y|<2η}

− log |x− y| dC(x)dC(y)
]

� R× EP

[∫∫
{(x,y)∈Λ1×Λ1,0<|x−y|<2η}

− log |x− y| dC(x)dC(y)
]
.

From [LS17, Lemma 3.5.], we know that

lim
η→0

EP

[∫∫
{(x,y)∈Λ1×Λ1,0<|x−y|<2η}

− log |x− y| dC(x)dC(y)
]

= 0,

and we use Markov’s inequality to conclude. �

5.2. Large box approximation. We now state the approximation result.

Proposition 5.7 (Large box approximation). Let P be a stationary process such that Fβ(P) is finite. Let
ε > 0 be fixed. There exists an “energy threshold” M , depending on P and ε, such that for any s > 0 small
enough, for all integer R large enough (depending on P, ε, s), there exists an event GEventR depending only
on the restriction of configurations to ΛR such that
(5.5) P(GEventR) ≥ 1− ε,

and there exists a probability measure P̃R on Conf(ΛR) such that:
• The configurations have exactly 2R points in ΛR, P̃R-almost surely.
• The restrictions to Old = ΛR(1−s) of the process P̃R and of the process P conditioned on GEventR

coincide. More precisely, if |Old denotes the restriction of a configuration to Old, then we have

|Old∗P̃R = |Old∗P[·|GEventR] .
Moreover, the following inequalities hold:

1
|ΛR|

EP̃R

[
Wint(C; ΛR)

]
≤ W(P) + ε,(5.6)

1
|ΛR|

Ent
[
P̃R|Π|ΛR

]
≤ E(P) + ε.(5.7)

For P̃R-a.e. configuration Cscr:
• The points in New follow the conclusions of Claim 3.4.
• Letting S be the random variable such that

(5.8) x0(Cscr) = zR+S(Cscr)(Cscr),
where x0(Cscr) denotes the first point of Cscr to the right of 0 as in (4.4) and zk(Cscr) denotes the
k-th point of Cscr to the right of −R, as in Claim 3.4, we have

(5.9) |S| ≤ sM1/2R1/2, P̃R-a.s.
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• We have

(5.10)
R∑

i=−R

∣∣Discr[−R,i](Cscr)
∣∣ � s2R3/2.

Let us comment on (5.8), (5.9). For a given configuration with 2R points in ΛR, we consider two different
ways of enumerating points: with z0 starting from the left, as in Claim 3.4, and with x0 being the first
positive point, as in (4.4). There should be roughly R points in [−R, 0], so x0 should correspond to zR. The
“shift” S defined in (5.8) quantifies the deviation to this guess, and (5.9) affirms that this deviation is small.

The proof relies on the screening procedure of Proposition 3.2. First, we need to show that we can apply
this procedure with high probability.

Finding a good event. Let ε > 0 be given.
The truncation. First, since P is stationary, we know from (2.14) that, for any R > 1,

lim
η→0

EP

[
1
|ΛR|

1
2π

∫
ΛR×R

|Eη|2 + log η
]

=W(P),

and the limit is uniform in R because the quantity (the expectation) whose limit is taken is independent of
R, by stationarity. In particular for η small enough (depending only on P), for all R > 1, we have∣∣∣∣EP

[
1
|ΛR|

1
2π

∫
ΛR×R

|Eη|2 + log η
]
−W(P)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε

100 ,(5.11)

Another important feature for choosing a suitable truncation is that the error terms in the monotonicity
estimates of Lemma 2.5 should be small. By Claim 5.6, we may take some η > 0 (depending on P, ε) such
that

P (GTrunc (R, η, ε)) ≥ 1− ε

100 .

and by taking η smaller if needed, we may also impose that

(5.12) ErMono(η) < ε

100 , η < ηscr,

where ErMono is the error term in (2.8), (2.10), and ηscr is the constant in Proposition 3.2.
The energy threshold. We now fix an energy threshold M . We take it high enough such that most

configurations have an energy at most M . By Claim 5.4, for M large enough depending on P, ε, for any
s ∈

(
0, 1

4
)
, for R large enough (depending on P, s,M, ε) we have

(5.13) P (GField(R, s,M, η)) ≥ 1− ε

100 .

The size of the screening zone. Next, we fix the size of the screening zone. The screening procedure
affects a small region near the endpoints, and has an energy cost proportional to this size, controlled by s.
We choose s ∈

(
0, 1

4
)

small enough such that for all R

(5.14) ErrScr ≤ εR

100 ,

where ErrScr is the error term in (3.6). This choice of s depends only on η,M .
Various controls. Claim 5.5 ensures that, for R large enough, depending on P, ε, s, we have

P (GDiscr(R, s, η)) ≥ 1− ε

100 .

The good event. We can now define the event.

Definition 5.8 (The event GEventR). Let ε, η,M, s be as chosen in the previous paragraphs, and for all
R > 0 we let GEventR be the intersection of the events

GTrunc(R, η, ε),GField(R, s,M, η),GDiscr(R, s, η),
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By a union bound, for R large enough depending only on P, ε, s we obtain P (GEventR) ≥ 1 − ε, which
ensures that (5.5) holds. By Claim 5.4, GField is measurable with respect to the restriction to ΛR. Moreover
GTrunc,GDiscr clearly depend only on C in ΛR. Therefore, GEventR depends only on the restriction to ΛR.

Defining the modified process. Let C be in GEventR. By definition of GField(R, s,M, η), there exists an electric
field E compatible with C on Old ⊂ ΛR and satisfying

Mscr :=
∫
{−R′,R′}×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 ≤M,

escr := 1
s4R

∫
[−R,R]×R\(−s2R,s2R)

|E|2 ≤ 1.

In the sequel, we choose a field E that satisfies these conditions and has minimal energy i.e. such that Mscr
is minimal. In particular, this electric field E depends only on C in Old.

The assumption (3.4) is also satisfied by definition of GDiscr(R, s, η), which is included in GD1(R, s, η) as
defined in (5.1).

Hence for all R large enough (depending on P, ε, s) we may apply the screening procedure to C. We let
Φscr
s,η,R(C) be the resulting probability measure on Conf(ΛR).

Definition 5.9 (Definition of P̃R). We define P̃R as the mixture of the Φscr
s,η,R(C) for C in GEventR, weighted

by P(C), i.e.

(5.15) P̃R := 1
P(GEventR)

∫
Φscr
s,η,R(C)1C∈GEventRdP(C).

Equivalently, if F is a bounded function on Conf(ΛR), we let

(5.16) EP̃R
[F ] = 1

P(GEventR)

∫
EΦscr

s,η,R
(C)[F ]1C∈GEventRdP(C).

We may already check that:
• By construction, the screened configurations all have 2R points in ΛR.
• Still by construction, for a given C ∈ GEventR, all the configurations Cscr in Φscr

s,η,R(C) coincide with C
inside Old = ΛR′ . Thus, from the definition (5.16), we see that the restrictions to ΛR′ of the process
P̃R and of the process P conditioned to GEventR coincide, in other words

|ΛR′ ∗P̃R = |ΛR′ ∗P[·|GEventR] .

Energy estimate. We prove (5.6). Let C be in GEventR. By the screening procedure, for all Cscr in the support
of Φscr

s,η,R(C), there exists a screened electric field whose energy, in view of the controls (3.6), (3.7) on the
energy after screening, and by the choice of s as in (5.14), is bounded as follows:

(5.17)
∫

ΛR×R
|Escr
η |2 ≤

∫
ΛR×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 + εR

100 .

Let Eloc be the local electric field generated by Cscr in ΛR, as in definition (2.4). By “minimality of the local
energy”2, see e.g. [LS17, Lemma 3.10], we have

(5.18)
∫
R×R
|Eloc
η |2 ≤

∫
ΛR×R

|Escr
η |2.

Combining (5.17) and (5.18), we get

(5.19)
∫
R×R
|Eloc
η |2 ≤

∫
ΛR×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 + εR

100 .

2Remark: this is the only moment where we really use the fact that the new electric field that we have produced is screened.
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Next, the monotonicity inequality (2.10) reads

Wint(Cscr; ΛR) ≤ 1
2π

∫
R×R
|Eloc
η |2 + |Cscr| log η + |Cscr|ErMono(η) + ErTrun(Cscr, η; ΛR).

By construction we have ErTrun(C, η; ΛR) ≤ εR
100 , and we know by (3.5) that the screening procedure does

not augment the truncation error. Moreover, η has been chosen such that ErMono(η) ≤ ε
100 . Using the fact

that |Cscr| = |ΛR| = 2R, we obtain

(5.20) Wint(Cscr; ΛR) ≤ 1
2π

∫
R×R
|Eloc
η |2 + 2R log η + 4Rε

100 .

Combining (5.19) and (5.20) yields

(5.21) Wint(Cscr; ΛR) ≤ 1
2π

∫
ΛR×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 + 2R log η + 5Rε
100 .

Moreover, we obtain, in view of the control (5.21) on Wint and the definition (5.16) of P̃R,

(5.22) EP̃R

[
Wint(Cscr; ΛR)

]
= 1

P(GEventR)

∫
EΦscr

s,η,R
(C)
[
Wint(Cscr; ΛR)

]
1GEventR(C)dP(C)

≤ 1
P(GEventR)

∫ ( 1
2π

∫
ΛR×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 + 2R log η
)

1GEventR(C)dP(C) + 5Rε
100 .

Then since P(GEventR) ≥ 1− ε, and (5.11) holds, we write

1
P(GEventR)

∫ ( 1
2π

∫
ΛR×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 + 2R log η
)

1GEventR(C)dP(C) ≤ |ΛR|(1 + ε) (W(P) + ε) ,

so we obtain
1
|ΛR|

EP̃R

[
Wint(Cscr; ΛR)

]
≤ W(P) + εW(P) +O(ε).

Up to working with a smaller ε′ instead of ε, we may ensure that ε′W(P) +O(ε′) ≤ ε and so (5.6) holds.

Entropy estimate. We prove (5.7). Let us first recall a general disintegration principle.

Lemma 5.10 (Relative entropy and disintegration). Let X,Y be Polish spaces, let µ, π be two probability
measures on X and let T : X → Y be a measurable map. Let µ̄ = T∗µ and π̄ = T∗π and let µ(·|T = y) and
π(·|T = y) denote the regular conditional probabilities, i.e. we have the disintegration

µ(A) =
∫
Y

µ(A|T = y)dµ̄(y) , π(A) =
∫
Y

π(A|T = y)dπ̄(y) ∀A .

Then we have that

Ent[µ|π] = Ent[µ̄|π̄] +
∫
Y

Ent
[
µ(·|T = y)|π(·|T = y)

]
dµ̄(y).(5.23)

This can be verified by a direct computation. Since the relative entropy w.r.t. a probability is non-negative,
we have in particular

Ent[µ|π] ≥ Ent[µ̄|π̄] .(5.24)

Let us briefly summarize some important properties from the construction of P̃R:
• First, we condition P to the “good event” GEventR, with P (GEventR) ≥ 1 − ε, then we restrict to

ΛR. More precisely, we consider the process
(5.25) P̌R = |ΛR∗P[·|GEventR],

namely the restriction to ΛR of the process P conditioned to GEventR.
• Then we apply the screening procedure. Given a configuration C in GEventR, we find (see Figure

3.2):
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– A number n = n(C), such that n(C) + |C|Old| = 2R.
– Points p1(C), . . . , pn(C) in New such that the segments [pi − η, pi + η] are disjoint and do not

intersect [−R′, R′].
• We define Φscr(C) by adding n(C) points placed independently, one into each interval of the form

[pi − η, pi + η].
• We define P̃R as the weighted average of Φscr(C) for C in GEventR, as in (5.15).

Step 1: We first estimate the entropy of P̌R and claim that, for some constant C (independent of P, R)

(5.26) Ent[P̌R|ΠΛR ] ≤ (1 + 2ε)Ent[PΛR |ΠΛR ] + C.

Indeed, if ρ is the density of PΛR := |ΛR∗P with respect to ΠΛR , the density of P̌R is given by 1Eρ/P(E),
where we set E = GEventR for brevity. Thus we have

Ent[P̌R|ΠΛR ] =
∫
E

ρ

P(E) log
(

ρ

P(E)

)
dΠΛR = − log P(E) + 1

P(E)

(
Ent [PΛR |ΠΛR ]−

∫
Ec
ρ log ρdΠΛR

)
.

By Jensen’s inequality, we have
1

ΠΛR(Ec)

∫
Ec
ρ log ρdΠΛR ≥

PΛR(Ec)
ΠΛR(Ec) log PΛR(Ec)

ΠΛR(Ec) ≥ −e
−1 .

since r log r ≥ −e−1. Thus we obtain

Ent[P̌R|ΠΛR ] ≤ Ent[PΛR |ΠΛR ] + 1− P(E)
P(E) Ent[PΛR |ΠΛR ]− log P(E) + 1

e

ΠΛR(Ec)
PΛR(E) .

Using the fact that PΛR(E) = P(E) ≥ 1− ε, and assuming e.g. ε ≤ 1
2 , it yields (5.26).

Step 2: Let us now compare Ent[P̌R|ΠΛR ] and Ent[P̃R|ΠΛR ].
Let Conf(ΛR) denote the set of point configurations in ΛR and Conf(Old) denote the set of point configu-

rations on Old = ΛR′ . Using the disintegration formula (5.23) for the map T : Conf(ΛR)→ Conf(Old) given
by the restriction C 7→ C

∣∣
Old we have

Ent[P̌R|ΠΛR ] = Ent[T∗P̌R|T∗ΠΛR ] +
∫

Conf(Old)
Ent

[
P̌R(·|T = C)|ΠΛR(·|T = C)

]
d(T∗P̌R)(C) ,

Ent[P̃R|ΠΛR ] = Ent[T∗P̃R|T∗ΠΛR ] +
∫

Conf(Old)
Ent

[
P̃R(·|T = C)|ΠΛR(·|T = C)

]
d(T∗P̃R)(C) ,

(5.27)

Note that T∗ΠΛR = ΠOld. Further, we have by construction that T∗P̃R = T∗P̌R, hence the first terms in the
decomposition of the entropy of P̌R and P̃R coincide, and it remains to compare the conditional entropies.

By definition of the Poisson point process, a random configuration drawn from ΠΛR(·|T = C) consists of C
in Old plus a sample of points in New = ΛR \ Old drawn from ΠNew, the Poisson process in New. Denoting
by P̃CR the image of P̃R(·|T = C) under restriction to New we have

Ent
[
P̃R(·|T = C)|ΠΛR(·|T = C)

]
= Ent

[
P̃CR|ΠNew

]
.

By construction, a random configuration drawn from P̃R(·|T = C) consists of C in Old plus n(C) points
placed independently uniformly in the intervals (pi(C)− η, pi(C) + η). To calculate the entropy with respect
to the Poisson process in New, let us introduce another disintegration concerning the number of points placed
in New. For a set I ⊂ R we set

Conf(I)(n) := {C ∈ Conf(I), |C| = n}.

Given a probability σ on Conf(I) we consider the restrictions

σn := 1
σ(n)σ

∣∣
Conf(I)(n) , where we denote σ(n) := σ

(
Conf(I)(n)) .(5.28)
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By definition of the Poisson point process, we have ΠI(n) = e−|I| |I|
n

n! , and the law of ΠI,n is that of n
independent points placed uniformly in I. Using again the disintegration formula (5.23), we get

Ent[σ|ΠI ] =
∞∑
n=0

σ(n)
[

log
( σ(n)

ΠI(n)

)
+ Ent[σn|ΠI,n]

]
.(5.29)

Recalling that P̃CR is the law of n(C) independent points each placed uniformly into n(C) intervals of size
2η we find that for n = n(C) the entropy of

(
P̃CR
)
n

with respect to ΠNew,n is given by the entropy of the
uniform distribution on the set

Bn,η :=
⋃
σ∈Sn

(pσ(1) − η, pσ(1) + η)× · · · × (pσ(n) − η, pσ(n) + η)

relative to the uniform distribution on Newn, i.e.

Ent
[(

P̃CR
)
n
|ΠNew,n

]
= log |New|n

|Bn,η|
= log |New|n

n!(2η)n .

By construction we have P̃CR(m) = 1 for m = n(C) and 0 otherwise. Thus we obtain from (5.29) that for
n = n(C)

Ent[P̃CR|ΠNew] = log 1
e−|New||New|n/n!

+ Ent
[(

P̃CR
)
n
|ΠNew,n

]
(5.30)

= log e
|New|n!
|New|n + log |New|n

n!(2η)n = |New| − n(C) log 2η

= 2sR− (2R− C(Old)) log 2η.

Finally, note that Ent[P̌R(·|T = C)|ΠΛR(·|T = C)] ≥ 0. Thus combining (5.27) and (5.30) we finally obtain

Ent[P̃R|ΠΛR ] ≤ Ent[P̌R|ΠΛR ] + 2sR− log 2ηEP̌R [2R− |COld|] .

By construction (see (5.2)), we have

|2R− |COld|| ≤ 2sR+ sR1/2 ≤ 3sR.

We thus obtain

(5.31) Ent[P̃R|ΠΛR ] ≤ Ent[P̌R|ΠΛR ] + 5| log η|sR.

Combining (5.26) and (5.31), we obtain (for R large, the constant error term in (5.26) can be absorbed in
the dominant error terms)

1
|ΛR|

Ent[P̃R|ΠΛR ] ≤ 1
|ΛR|

Ent[PΛR |ΠΛR ] + 2ε
|ΛR|

Ent[PΛR |ΠΛR ] + 5
2 | log η|s.

First, we observe that the error term | log η|s is of the same order as ErrScr and s was chosen small enough
so that ErrScr is small. On the other hand the limit defining the specific relative entropy is non-decreasing
(it follows from a super-additivity argument, see e.g. [FV17, Cor. 6.77] where S there is the opposite of our
entropy), so

1
|ΛR|

Ent[PΛR |ΠΛR ] + 2ε
|ΛR|

Ent [PΛR |ΠΛR ] ≤ E(P) + 2εE(P),

and up to working with a smaller ε′ we may ensure that 2ε′Ent[PΛR |ΠΛR ] + 5| log η|s ≤ ε, hence we obtain
(5.7).

5.2.1. Additional considerations. Since (5.3) holds, and since Claim 3.4 ensures that there are sR±sM1/2R1/2

points in [−R,−R′], we see that there are R± sM1/2R1/2 points of Cscr in [−R, 0] and thus (5.9) holds.
Finally, (5.10) follows from combining the definition of GD3 in Old with the discrepancy estimates in New

(3.11), (3.13).
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6. Displacement convexity

6.1. Labelling on the orthant. In this section, it is more convenient to treat the laws of random 2R−point
configurations in ΛR as probability measures on 2R-tuples. In order to identify a configuration and a 2R-tuple,
we introduce the orthant OR

(6.1) OR :=
{

(z1, . . . , z2R) ∈ (ΛN )2R | z1 ≤ · · · ≤ z2R

}
.

• We denote by ConfR the set of point configurations in ΛR with exactly 2R points.
• We let BR be the Bernoulli point process with 2R points in ΛR, which is a probability measure on

ConfR.
• We let LR be the normalized Lebesgue measure on OR.

Definition 6.1 (Label map). We define the label map πR as

(6.2) πR :
{

ConfR −→ OR ⊂ (ΛR)2R

C =
∑2R
i=1 δzi 7→ (z1, . . . , z2R), z1 ≤ · · · ≤ z2R.

Lemma 6.2 (πR is essentially bijective). The label map πR is well-defined and is a bijection from ConfR
to OR, up to a subset of measure zero (for BR) in the source and a subset of measure zero (for LR) in the
target.

Proof. The label map πR as in (6.2) is well-defined and injective on the set of simple configurations, when all
points are distinct. The image of this set in OR is the set of strictly ordered 2R-tuples z1 < z2 < · · · < z2R.
It is clear that the first set has full measure in ConfR (for BR), and the second set has full measure in OR
(for LR). �

The following fact is easy to check.

Lemma 6.3 (Effect of πR on BR). BR and LR are images of each other under πR and its inverse, i.e. πR∗BR =
LR and (π−1

R )∗LR = BR.

Lemma 6.4 (Effect of πR on the entropy). Let P be a point process on ΛR with almost surely 2R points,
i.e. P(ConfR) = 1, and let P̂ be its image under πR, i.e. P̂ = (πR)∗P. Then, there exists a constant cR
depending only on R such that

(6.3) Ent[P|ΠΛR ] = Ent[P̂|LR] + cR .

Proof. Since P has almost surely 2R points and noting that the restriction of ΠΛR to ConfR is BR, we infer
from the desintegration formula (5.29) that

Ent[P|ΠΛR ] = log e
2R(2R)!
|2R|2R + Ent[P|BR]

Since πR is essentially bijective, we have that P = (π−1
R )∗P̂. By Lemma 6.3, LR = (πR)∗BR and BR =

(π−1
R )∗LR. Now, the claim follows immediately from (5.24). �

6.2. The optimal transportation map for the quadratic cost.

Definition of the transportation map. Let P̂0, P̂1 be two probability measures on OR, with finite relative
entropy with respect to LR. In particular, they are absolutely continuous with respect to LR.

Proposition 6.5 (Existence of a transportation map). There exists a map TR : OR → R2R satisfying:
• The push-forward of P̂0 by TR is P̂1.
• There exists a convex function ϕ : OR → R such that TR = ∇ϕ.

Proof. This follows from [Vil03, Theorem 2.12], because P̂0 and P̂1 are both compactly supported probability
measures on R2R, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. �
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The first item expresses the fact that TR transports P̂0 onto P̂1. The fact that TR is the gradient of a
convex function expresses the optimality of TR for the quadratic cost. We will use the optimal character of
TR only once, to argue that the relative entropy is displacement convex.

Definition 6.6 (Displacement interpolation). For any t ∈ [0, 1], we introduce the displacement interpolate
P̂t as
(6.4) P̂t := ((1− t)Id + tTR)∗ P̂0,

which is consistent with the previously defined P̂0, P̂1 in the cases t = 0 and t = 1.

Definition 6.7 (Half-interpolate). Let X0 = (z0
1, . . . , z0

2R) be a 2R-tuple in OR, and let X1 = (z1
1, . . . , z1

2N )
in OR be the image of X0 by the transportation map TR. We introduce Xh as

(6.5) Xh := Id + TR
2 (X0) :=

(
z0
1 + z1

1
2 , . . . ,

z1
2R + z1

2R
2

)
.

Effect of the transport on the discrepancy.

Lemma 6.8. Let R > 0, let C0, C1 be two point configurations with 2R points in ΛR, and let Ch be the
half-interpolate of C0 and C1. For any r in [−R,R], we have

(6.6)
∣∣Discr[−R,r](Ch)

∣∣ ≤ max
(∣∣Discr[−R,r](C0)

∣∣ , ∣∣Discr[−R,r](C1)
∣∣)

Proof. The construction of Ch clearly implies, for any r ∈ [−R,R],

min
(∣∣∣C0

[−R,r]

∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣C1
[−R,r]

∣∣∣) ≤ ∣∣∣C 1
2
[−R,r]

∣∣∣ ≤ max
(∣∣∣C0

[−R,r]

∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣C1
[−R,r]

∣∣∣) ,
and the results follows from the definition of Discr. �

In particular, since the configurations that we construct all satisfy (5.10), this is also the case for all the
configurations obtained by interpolation.

Displacement convexity of the entropy.

Lemma 6.9 (Displacement convexity of the entropy). The map t 7→ Ent
[
P̂t|LR

]
is convex on [0, 1].

Proof. This is a well-known “displacement convexity” result, which was proven in the pioneering paper
[McC97][Theorem 2.2]. �

Remark 6.10. This is the only moment where we use the fact that TR is the optimal transport map for the
quadratic cost.

In particular, we obtain

(6.7) Ent
[
P̂ 1

2 |LR
]
≤ 1

2

(
Ent

[
P̂1|LR

]
+ Ent

[
P̂2|LR

])
.

If P0
R,Ph

R,P1
R are the push-forward of P̂0, P̂ 1

2 , P̂1 by π−1
R , using Lemma 6.4 we see that

(6.8) Ent
[
Ph
R|ΠΛR

]
≤ 1

2
(
Ent

[
P0
R|ΠΛR

]
+ Ent

[
P1
R|ΠΛR

])
.

Since x 7→ x ln(x) is a strictly convex function on (0,+∞), the results of [McC97] imply that the inequality
in (6.7), and thus in (6.8), is strict unless P0

R = P1
R. Inspecting the proof could possibly yield some quantitative

bound, but, here, we rely instead on the energy term to get a tractable convexity inequality along the
displacement interpolation.

6.3. Convexity inequality for the energy. Although [McC97][Section 3] deals with the displacement
convexity of energies similar to our, the setting is different and we cannot directly apply these results.
Moreover, we crucially need a quantitative convexity estimate, which is the aim of this section.
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Convexity for the logarithmic interaction. We start by stating an elementary inequality:

Lemma 6.11 (Quantitative convexity for − log). Let x, y > 0. We have

(6.9) − log
(
x+ y

2

)
≤ − log x− log y

2 − (x− y)2

8(x2 + y2) .

Proof. The function f : x 7→ − log(x) is convex on (0,+∞), since its second derivative is given by f ′′(x) =
1
x2 > 0. The result follows by applying the following elementary inequality

f

(
x+ y

2

)
≤ f(x) + f(y)

2 − 1
8(x− y)2 inf

[x,y]
f ′′(c).

�

As an immediate consequence, if (z0
1, . . . , z0

2R) and (z1
1, . . . , z1

2R) are two 2R-tuples of points in OR, we have

(6.10)
∑

1≤i<j≤2R

− log(z0
j − z0

i )− log(z1
j − z1

i )
2 + log

(
z0
j + z1

j

2 − z0
i + z1

i

2

)

≥ 1
8

∑
1≤i<j≤2R

(
(z0
j − z0

i )− (z1
j − z1

i )
)2

(z0
j − z0

i )2 + (z1
j − z1

i )2 .

Definition 6.12 (Gaps, counted from the left). Let X = (z1, . . . , z2R) be a 2R-tuple in OR. We define the
gaps of X, “counted from the left” as
(6.11) Gi := zi+1 − zi (1 ≤ i ≤ 2R− 1)
We denote by Gi(X) the i-th such gap of a given X ∈ OR.

Definition 6.13. Let X = (z1, . . . , z2R) be a 2R-tuple of points in OR, and let C = π−1
R (X). We introduce

the notation

(6.12) Int[X] :=
∑

1≤i<j≤2R
− log |zi − zj | =

∫∫
x<y

− log |x− y|dC(x)dC(y).

Proposition 6.14 (Quantitative convexity along displacement). Let X0,X1,Xh be as in Definition 6.7. We
have:

(6.13) Int[Xh] ≤ Int[X0] + Int[X1]
2 − 1

8

2R−1∑
i=1

∣∣Gi(X0)−Gi(X1)
∣∣2

(Gi(X0))2 + (Gi(X1))2 .

Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of (6.10), by writing∑
1≤i<j≤2R

((
(z0
j − z0

i

)
−
(
z1
j − z1

i

))2(
z0
j − z0

i

)2 +
(
z1
j − z1

i )
)2 ≥ 2R−1∑

i=1

((
z0
i+1 − z0

i

)
−
(
z1
i+1 − z1

i

))2(
z0
i+1 − z0

i

)2 +
(
z1
i+1 − z1

i

)2 ,
and using the notation (6.11). �

Definition 6.15 (The background contribution). For R > 0, we introduce the “background potential” as

(6.14) VR(t) :=
∫ R

−R
log |t− s|ds.

An explicit computation yields

VR(t) =
∫ t

−R
log(t− s)ds+

∫ R

t

log(s− t)ds =
[
(R+ t) log(R+ t)− (R+ t) + (R− t) log(R− t)− (R− t)

]
.

and thus

(6.15) V′R(t) = log(R+ t) + log(R− t), V′′R(t) = 1
R+ t

+ 1
R− t

.
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As a straightforward consequence, we obtain:

Lemma 6.16. VR is a convex function on ΛR.

Lemma 6.17 (Intrinsic energy, logarithmic interaction, background field). Let C be in ConfR, and let
X = πR(C). We have

(6.16) Wint(C; ΛR) = 2Int[X] + 2
2R∑
i=1

VR(zi) + constR,

where Int is as in (6.12), VR is as above, and constR is a constant depending only on R.

Proof. It follows from the definition (2.6) of Wint, by expanding the quadratic term (dC − dx)(dC − dy),

Wint(C; ΛR) =
∫∫

ΛR×ΛR\�
− log |x− y|(dC − dx)(dC − dy) = 2

∫∫
x<y

− log |x− y|dC(x)dC(y)

+ 2
∫∫

ΛR×ΛR\�
log |x− y|dC(x)dy +

∫∫
ΛR×ΛR\�

− log |x− y|dxdy,

and using definition (6.14). �

The convexity inequality.

Definition 6.18 (Gain and background field contribution). Let C0, C1 be in ConfR, X0,X1 be their image
by πR, let Xh be as in (6.5).

• We define the “gain” term Gain(C0, C1; ΛR) as:

(6.17) Gain(C0, C1; ΛR) :=
2R−1∑
i=1

∣∣Gi(X0)−Gi(X1)
∣∣2

(Gi(X0))2 + (Gi(X1))2 .

• We define the “background field contribution” term BF(C0, C1; ΛR) as

(6.18) BF(C0, C1; ΛR) := 2
2R∑
i=1

(
VR(zh

i )−
1
2
(
VR(z0

i ) + VR(z1
i )
))

.

Proposition 6.19. Let C0, C1 be in ConfR, we have:

(6.19) Wint(Ch; ΛR) ≤ 1
2
(
Wint(C0; ΛR) + Wint(C1; ΛR)

)
− 1

4Gain(C0, C1; ΛR).

Proof. We combine (6.13) and (6.16), and we use the notation introduced in (6.17), (6.18). We obtain

Wint(Ch; ΛR) ≤ 1
2
(
Wint(C0; ΛR) + Wint(C1; ΛR)

)
− 1

4Gain(C0, C1; ΛR) + BF(C0, C1; ΛR).

Since VR has been observed to be a convex function on ΛR (see Lemma 6.16), from the definition of BF in
(6.18) we see readily that BF(C0, C1; ΛR) ≤ 0, so in particular3 (6.19) holds. �

7. The interpolate process

Let P0,P1 be two minimisers of Fβ , and assume that P0 6= P1. Let g be the “gain” given by Proposition
4.7, i.e. 1/R times the right hand side of (4.14).

3In fact, the contribution of the backgroung potential can be shown to be negligible with respect to R.
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7.1. Definition of the interpolate process.

Definition 7.1. For any s > 0 and for R large enough (depending on s,P0,P1), we apply the “large box
approximation” of Proposition 5.7 to P0,P1 with ε = g

100 . We let P̃0
R, P̃1

R be the processes on ΛR obtained
this way. Further, we let P̂0

R = (πR)∗P̃0
R, P̂1

R = (πR)∗P̃1
R be the correponding measures on OR obtained

by pushforward via the labeling map πR. We let Q̂R be an optimal coupling of P̂0
R and P̂1

R given by the
optimal transport map TR and let P̂h

R be the half-interpolate measure on OR obtained from displacement
interpolation. Finally, we let Ph

R = (π−1
R )∗P̃h

R be the corresponding half-interpolate process on ΛR and let
QR = (π−1

R × π
−1
R )∗Q̃R be the corresponding coupling of P̃0

R, P̃1
R.

7.2. The energy gain is proportional to the size of the segment.

Lemma 7.2 (The energy gain). Taking R large enough, we have

(7.1) EQR [Gain(·, ·; ΛR)] ≥ 1
2gR.

Proof. Let C0,scr, C1,scr be in the support of P̃0
R, P̃1

R. Let S0, S1 be the quantities, as in (5.8), relating the two
ways of enumerating points, i.e. such that

x0(C0,scr) = z0
R+S0 , x0(C1,scr) = z1

R+S1 ,

which means C0,scr (resp. C1,scr) has R+ S0 (resp. R+ S1) points in [−R, 0].
From (5.9) we know that (up to choosing s small enough with respect to M) S0, S1 are bounded by 1

2R
1/2,

so S = S1 − S0 is bounded by R1/2. We may write, using the definition (6.17) and switching indices:

Gain(C0,scr, C1,scr; ΛR) ≥
R/2∑

i=−R/2

∣∣Γi(C0,scr)− Γi+S(C1,scr)
∣∣2

(Γi(C0,scr))2 + (Γi+S(C1,scr))2 .

Note that the right hand side only depends on the restrictions of C0,scr, C1,scr to Old = ΛR′ . Let us denote by
Q̄R the image of the coupling QR under restriction to Old. Since the screening procedure does not change the
configurations in Old by construction, Q̄R is a coupling of the restrictions to Old of the stationary processes
P0 and P1 conditioned on an event of probability ≥ 1− g

100 .

EQR [Gain(·, ·; ΛR)] ≥ E

 R/2∑
i=−R/2

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi+S(C1)
∣∣2

(Γi(C0))2 + (Γi+S(C1))2

 ,

where (C0, C1) is distributed according to Q̄R. In view of Corollary 4.8, the last expression is bounded below
by 1

2gR, which yields the result. �

7.3. Energy of the interpolate process.

Proposition 7.3. For s small enough (depending on P0,P1), for R large enough (depending on P0,P1, s) we
have

(7.2) 1
|ΛR|

EPh
[
Wint(Ch; ΛR)

]
≤ 1

2
(
W(P0) +W(P1)

)
− g

4

Proof. We combine
• (5.6), from the approximation procedure, that controls the energies EP0 [Wint],EP1 [Wint] in terms of
W(P0), W(P1).
• (6.19), from the transportation argument, that expresses EPh [Wint] in terms of EP0 [Wint],EP1 [Wint]

and the “gain” term.
• Lemma 7.2, saying that the “gain” is proportional to the volume.

�
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8. Conclusion: proof of Theorem 1

8.1. Constructing a better candidate. We now turn the interpolate process, which is supported in a
large segment [−R,R], into a stationary point process on the whole real line. We proceed in two steps: first
we paste independent copies of the interpolate process, and then we average over translations in the original
segment. This construction was used in [Leb16] for similar purposes.

Pasting copies on the line. Let {Ki := ΛR− 2Ri}i∈Z be a tiling of R by translates of the interval ΛR, and let
{Ch
i }i∈Z be independent random variables identically distributed according to Ph. We let PasteR be the map

PasteR := {Ci}i∈Z 7→
∑
i∈Z

(Ci − 2iR),

that creates a configuration on R from a collection of configurations on ΛR by copying one on each interval
Ki. We let Ptot be the push-forward of {Ch

i }i∈Z by PasteR.

The stationary candidate: averaging over an interval. We let Pav be the law of the point process defined by
“averaging Ptot over translations in ΛR”. More precisely, we let Pav be the law of the point process defined
by duality as follows: for any bounded measurable test function F ,

(8.1) EPav [F ] := EPtot

[
1
|ΛR|

∫ R

−R
F (C − t)dt

]
.

Now, by construction, Pav is a stationary process of intensity 1, and there are always 2L± 4R points in any
interval of length 2L.

8.2. Claims about the new process and conclusion.

Proposition 8.1 (The new process is a better candidate). The process Pav satisfies

(8.2) Fβ(Pav) < 1
2
(
Fβ(P0) + Fβ(P1)

)
.

Proof. Recall that Fβ(Pav) := βW(Pav) + E(Pav), we evaluate each term below.

The specific relative entropy.

Claim 8.2 (The specific relative entropy of Ptot). We have E(Pav) ≤ 1
2
(
E(P0) + E(P1)

)
+ g

50 .

Proof. By construction, the process Ptot is made of independent copies of Ph on ΛR, so we have

E(Pav) = lim
M→∞

1
|ΛM |

Ent
[
Pav

ΛM |ΠΛM
]

= 1
|ΛR|

Ent
[
Ph|ΠΛR

]
.

Using (6.8) and (5.7) (with ε = g
100 ) yields the claim. �

The intrinsic energy.

Claim 8.3 (The intrinsic energy of Pav). We have W int(Pav) ≤ 1
2
(
W(P0) +W(P1)

)
− g

10 .

Proof. Since W int is defined in (2.15) as a lim inf, it is enough to show that

lim inf
M→∞

1
|ΛMR|

EPh
[
Wint (C; ΛMR)

]
≤ 1

2
(
W(P0) +W(P1)

)
− g

10 .

By the definition (8.1), Pav is a uniform mixture of processes that we will denote by Ptot,z for z ∈ ΛR, where
Ptot,z is the process Ptot translated by z. For z ∈ [−R,R] and M ≥ 10 fixed, a configuration of Ptot,z in ΛMR

consists of:
• M − 2 “full” configurations C1, . . . , CM−2 obtained from independent copies of Ph, and supported in

the intervals ΛR − z − 2Ri for i ≈ −M/2 . . .M/2,
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• Two “partial” configurations Cleft and Cright, where Cleft is supported in [−MR,−MR + R − z] and
Cright in [MR−R− z,MR].

When we compute the interaction energy Wint(C; ΛMR), we obtain:

(8.3) Wint(C; ΛMR) = A+B + C + E + F +G,

• A is the sum of the interactions of a configuration Ci with itself, for i = 1, . . . ,M − 2.
• B is the interaction between Cleft and Cright.
• C is the interaction between Cleft and C1; the interaction between Cright and CM−2.
• D is the interaction of Cleft with itself, and the interaction of Cright with itself.
• E is the sum of the interactions between Ci and Ci+k for i = 1, . . .M − 2 and 2 ≤ k ≤M − 2− i, i.e.

between non-neighboring “full” configurations.
• F is all the interactions between two neighboring “full” configurations Ci, Ci+1.
• G is the sum of the interactions between Cleft and all non-neighboring “full” configurations (Ci for
i = 2, . . .M − 2), and the interactions between Cright and all non-neighboring “full” configurations
(Ci for i = 1, . . . ,M − 3).

The term A (self-interaction of full configurations). Taking the expectation under Ptot,z, in view
of (7.2), we have

1
M |ΛR|

EPtot,z (A) = M − 2
M

1
|ΛR|

EPh
[
Wint (C; ΛR)

]
≤ 1

2
(
W(P0) +W(P1)

)
− g

4 + oM (1).

It remains to study all the other terms and to show that they are either negligible with respect to M as
M →∞ or only yield a perturbation of order MR, that can be made arbitrarily small through the choice of
s.

The terms B,C,D. We may already observe that the interaction between Cleft and Cright is bounded by
O(R2 logM), and is thus o(M). So are the interactions between Cleft and C1 or between Cright and CM−2. We
may also bound the self-interaction of Cleft, Cright by a quantity independent of M . We thus have

1
M |ΛR|

EPtot,z (B + C +D) = oM (1).

A priori bound on fluctuations. To control the other “pairwise” interactions we rely on the following
bound expressing fluctuations in terms of discrepancies.

Lemma 8.4 (Controlling fluctuations via discrepancies). Let [a, b] be an interval of R, let g be a C1 function
on [a, b] and let C be a point configuration on [a, b]. We have

(8.4)
∫ b

a

g(x)(dC − dx) �
b∑

k=a
‖g′‖∞

(∣∣Discr[a,k](C)
∣∣+
∣∣Discr[k,k+1](C)

∣∣+ 1
)

+ ‖g‖∞
∣∣Discr[a,b](C)

∣∣ .
In particular, if [a, b] = ΛR and C is a configuration with 2R points in ΛR, the last term in the right-hand

side of (8.4) vanishes.

Proof. This follows from splitting [a, b] into intervals of length 1, using a Taylor’s expansion of g on each
interval, and using a summation by part. We refer e.g. to [Leb18][Prop. 1.6]. �

We use the notation D̃Left
R,k (C) for the summand in (8.4),

(8.5) D̃Left
R,k (C) :=

∣∣Discr[−R,k](C)
∣∣+
∣∣Discr[k,k+1](C)

∣∣+ 1.

Since the double integral defining Wint (see (2.6)) involves the “fluctuation” terms (dC − dx)(dC − dy),
using (8.4) we can derive the following control on the interaction between two configurations living in two
non-neighboring copies of ΛR:
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Proposition 8.5. Let Ca, Cb be two configurations with 2R points supported on the intervals ΛaR := ΛR−2Ra,
ΛbR := ΛR − 2Rb respectively, with |a− b| ≥ 2. Then

(8.6)
∫∫

Λa
R
×Λb

R

− log |x− y|(dCa(x)− dx)(dCb(y)− dy)

� 1
|a− b|2R2

2R∑
k=0

2R∑
j=0

D̃Left
R,k (Ca + 2Ra)D̃Left

R,j (Cb + 2Rb),

where D̃Left
R,k (C) is as in (8.5).

Proof of Proposition 8.5. We apply Lemma 8.4 twice (once for each variable) to h(x, y) = − log |x − y|,
bounding the second derivative of h, for x in ΛaR and y in ΛbR, by 1

|a−b|2R2 . �

The term E. Combining the result of Proposition 8.5 with the discrepancy bounds (5.10) (which are still
valid for the interpolate configurations, as observed in Lemma 6.8), we may bound the interaction between
Ci and Ci+k, for k ≥ 2, by∫∫

Λi
R
×Λi+k

R

− log |x− y|(dCi(x)− dx)(dCi+k(y)− dy) � 1
k2R2

(
s2R3/2

)2
.

For a given i, we thus have∑
k≥2

∫∫
Λi
R
×Λi+k

R

− log |x− y|(dCi(x)− dx)(dCi+k(y)− dy) � s4R,

and summing again over i = 1, . . . ,M − 2, we bound the term E in (8.3) by

E � s4MR,

which is a contribution of order MR that can be made arbitrarily small by taking s small.
The remaining interactions, between all neighbors Ci, Ci+1; and between Cleft, Cright and the Ci’s, also yield

arbitrarily small contributions. The argument is similar: we use Lemma 8.4 and the discrepancy estimates,
with two small modifications.

The term F . To treat neighbors, here is a sketch of the argument: take two configurations Cl (on the
left) and Cr (on the right) living in [−R, 0] and [0, R] respectively. In view of Lemma 8.4, we write their
interaction as

(8.7) Interaction =
∫∫

[−R,0]×[0,R]
− log |x− y|(dCl − dx)(dCr − dy)

�
R∑

i,j=1

1
(i+ j)2 |Discr[0,−i](Cl)| · |Discr[0,j](Cr)|,

where we have only kept the leading order discrepancy in (8.4). The term 1
(i+j)2 comes from the fact that

the second derivative ∂xy − log |x − y| is controlled, for x in [−i − 1,−i] and y in [j, j + 1], by 1
(i+j)2 . We

are looking for a bound of the type Interaction � os(1)R, since then we have O(M) pairs of neighbors, each
yielding a contribution os(1)R, so the term F would be of order os(1)MR, which is enough for our purposes.

Note that, to simplify, when writing (8.7) we have assumed that the configurations were separated by a
distance 1 (there is no i, j = 0 term), in reality the contribution of the terms at distance ≤ 1 is bounded
by O(1) and we can forget about them. They key point is to use the fact that the second moment of the
discrepancy in a segment is very small compared to the size of the segment, as expressed by Lemma 4.1. In
particular, we may write

(8.8) |Discr[0,−i](Cl)| · |Discr[0,j](Cr)| �
√
i
√
j.
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Then, we estimate the double sum of (8.7) as follows:

R∑
i,j=1

1
(i+ j)2 |Discr[0,−i](Cl)| · |Discr[0,j](Cr)| �

R∑
i=1

R∑
j=i

1
(i+ j)2 |Discr[0,−i(Cl)| · |Discr[0,j](Cr)|

�
R∑
i=1

R∑
j=i

1
(i+ j)2

√
i
√
j �

R∑
i=1

2i∑
j=i

i

i2
+

R∑
i=1

√
i

R∑
j=2i

1
j2

√
j,

and thus a direct computation yields Interaction� R.
The term G. If we apply Lemma 8.4 to Cleft (or Cright), the boundary term in (8.4) is not zero, but

bounded by 2R‖g‖∞. In particular, when estimating the interaction between Cleft and Ci, for i ≥ 2, we
obtain a term similar to (8.6) above, plus a boundary term:

∫∫
− log |x− y|(dCleft(x)− dx)(dCi(y)− dy) � 1

i2R2

( 2R∑
k=0

D̃Left
R,k (Cleft)

) 2R∑
j=0

D̃Left
R,j (Ci)


+ 1
iR

2R
2R∑
j=0

D̃Left
R,j (Ci).

Using the discrepancy bound
∑2R
j=0 D̃

Left
R,j (Ci) � R3/2, the new term in the right-hand side is controlled by

1
iR

3/2, and the sum of these terms over i = 2, . . . ,M − 2 is thus bounded by

R3/2
M−2∑
i=2

1
i
� R3/2 logM,

which is negligible with respect to M . �

The electric energy.

Claim 8.6 (The electric energy of Pav). We have W(Pav) < 1
2
(
W(P0) +W(P1)

)
− g

10 .

Proof. It follows from the previous Claim and the “electric-intrinsic” inequality (2.16), which applies here
because, by construction, the discrepancy in any interval is bounded by 4R (see the remark following imme-
diately (8.1)). �

�

Conclusion of the proof. Starting from the assumption that there are two distinct minimisers P0,P1 of Fβ ,
we have constructed a stationary point process Pav which satisfies

Fβ(Pav) < 1
2
(
Fβ(P0) + Fβ(P1)

)
= minFβ ,

which is absurd. Hence, the minimiser of Fβ is unique, which proves the main theorem.

Appendix A. Miscellaneous proofs

A.1. Proof of Lemma 4.1.

Proof. We follow the argument developed in [LS17, Section 8.5], with parameters d = 1, s = 0, k = 1, γ = 0,
but the proof below is self-contained. In the sequel, equation numbers with a bold typeface refer to the
corresponding equations in that paper.

We obtain (we could e.g. use (2.14)) with η0 = 1
4 (the precise value of η0 is, in fact, irrelevant):

(A.1) 1
2πEP

[∫
Λ1×R

|Eη0 |2
]
≤ W(P ) + C.
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For any T > 0, we let HR,T be the rectangle HR,T := ΛR × [−T, T ]. Let us emphasize that here, in
contrast to (8.5), we do not yet fix T with respect to R. The integration by parts as in (8.6) still holds, and
we get

(A.2)
∫
∂HR,T

Eη0 · ~ν = −2π (DiscrΛR(C) + rη0) ,

where rη0 is an error term bounded by the number of points in a η0-neighborhood of {−R,+R}. It is easy
to see that EP

[
r2
η0

]
is bounded by a constant independent of R, and thus, since we are aiming for a o(R)

bound, this term is negligible - for simplicity we will forget it.
The main improvement on the existing proof is to observe that the choice T ∈ (R, 2R) as in (8.5) is valid,

but slightly sub-optimal. We replace it by the following claim.
Claim A.1. There exists f : [0,+∞)→ [0,+∞) satisfying

(A.3) lim
x→∞

f(x) = +∞, lim
x→∞

f(x)
x

= 0

and such that

(A.4) lim
x→∞

xEP

[∫
Λ1×{−f(x),f(x)}

|Eη0 |2
]

= 0.

Proof. Let Tail(x) be the quantity

(A.5) Tail(x) = EP

[∫
Λ1×(R\(−x,x))

|Eη0 |2
]
.

The map x 7→ Tail(x) is continuous, positive, non-increasing, with limx→+∞ Tail(x) = 0. So, introducing the
map

u 7→ u√
Tail(u)

,

it is continuous on [0,+∞), increasing, is equal to 0 at 0 and tends to +∞ at +∞. Thus, for any given x > 0
there exists (a unique) u > 0 such that

(A.6) u√
Tail(u)

= x.

Now, by a mean value argument, we may find v ∈ [u, 2u] such that

EP

[∫
Λ1×{−v,v}

|Eη0 |2
]
≤ 1
u

Tail(u).

We define f(x) as the smallest such real number v. It is easy to check that the properties (A.3) are satisfied,
and moreover we have

xEP

[∫
Λ1×{−f(x),f(x)}

|Eη0 |2
]
≤ x

u
Tail(u) =

√
Tail(u),

where we have used (A.6). This quantity (seen as depending on x) tends to 0 as x → ∞, which proves
(A.4). �

We now take T = f(R) in (A.2), and we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the left-hand side. Since
we are dealing with two (slightly) different lengths R, f(R), it is important to be more precise than in (8.8)
and to split ∂HR,f(R) as

∂HR,T = ΛR × {−f(R), f(R)} ∪ {−R,R} × [−f(R), f(R)].
We obtain (∫

∂HR,f(R)

Eη0 · ~ν

)2

� R
∫

ΛR×{−f(R),f(R)}
|Eη0 |2 + f(R)

∫
{−R,R}×[−f(R),f(R)]

|Eη0 |2.
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By stationarity, we have, in view of (A.1)

1
2πEP

[∫
{−R,R}×[−f(R),f(R)]

|Eη0 |2
]

= 1
2πEP

[∫
Λ1×[−f(R),f(R)]

|Eη0 |2
]
≤ W(P ) + C,

and also

(A.7) EP

[∫
ΛR×{−f(R),f(R)}

|Eη0 |2
]

= REP

[∫
Λ1×{−f(R),f(R)}

|Eη0 |2
]
.

According to (A.3), f(R) = o(R), and from (A.4) we see that the right-hand side of (A.7) is oR(1). We thus
obtain

EP

(∫
∂HR,f(R)

Eη0 · ~ν

)2
 = RoR(1) + o(R) (W(P ) + C) ,

and thus, in view of (A.2), we obtain EP
[
Discr2

R(C)
]

= o(R), which proves (4.3). �

A.2. Proof of Lemma 4.4.

Proof of Lemma 4.4. The argument is essentially a re-interpretation of the discrepancy controls as given e.g.
in [PS17, Lemma 2.2].

It is enough to show that
R
2∑

i=−R2

1Γi≥10 (Γi)2 �
∫

[−R,R]×R
|Eη|2.

Let i such that Γi ≥ 10. Let m = xi+xi+1
2 and for ` > 0 let H` be the rectangle [m − `,m + `] × [−`, `].

By a mean value argument, we can find ` ∈
[ 1

4Γi, 1
2Γi
]

such that

(A.8)
∫
∂H`

|Eη|2 �
1
Γi

∫
[xi,xi+1]×R

|Eη|2.

On the other hand, using (2.3) and an integration by parts, we have:∫
∂H`

Eη · ~n = +
∫

[m−`,m+`]×[−`,`]
div(Eη) = 4π`.

Indeed, by construction there is no point of C between m− ` and m+ `.
Let us observe that Γi � `. Thus, using Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and (A.8), we obtain

|Γi|2 ≤ Γi
∫
∂H`

|Eη|2 �
∫

[xi,xi+1]×R
|Eη|2.

The results follows by summing on i, and observing that

R/2∑
i=−R/2

∫
[xi,xi+1]×R

|Eη|2 ≤
∫

ΛR×R
|Eη|2,

since by assumption there are at least R/2 points on both sides of ΛR. �
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A.3. Proof of Lemma 4.6.

Proof. Since P0 6= P1, there exists a continuous function F : Conf → R with ‖F‖∞ = 1, and c > 0 such that

(A.9) E0
P[F ]− E1

P[F ] = c.

Furthermore, without loss of generality we may assume that F is local in the sense that there exists N > 0,
such that for any C in Conf,

(A.10) F (C) = F (C ∩ ΛN ).

Indeed, by dominated convergence, we have

lim
R→∞

(
E0

P [F (· ∩ ΛR)]− E1
P [F (· ∩ ΛR)]

)
= E0

P[F ]− E1
P[F ].

For any M > 0, we define the function FM : Conf → R as

FM (C) := 1
2M

∫ M

−M
F (C + t)dt.

Since, P0,P1 are stationary, we have, for M arbitrary, in view of (A.9),

(A.11) E0
P[FM ]− E1

P[FM ] = c > 0.

Also, since F is local and satisfies (A.10), we have

(A.12) FM (C) = FM (C ∩ ΛM+N ) .

Recall that, in Definition 4.2, we denote by x0(C) the first non-negative point of C. Since P0,P1 are
assumed to have finite energy, the discrepancy estimate (4.10) holds and we have

lim
T→∞

P0 (x0(C) > T ) + P1 (x0(C) > T ) = 0,

so we may choose T (depending on c,P0,P1) such that

(A.13) P0 (x0(C) > T ) + P1 (x0(C) > T ) ≤ c

100 .

Once T is fixed, we choose M such that

(A.14) T

M
≤ c

100 .

We may also impose that M > N , where N is as in (A.10), so in view of (A.12) we have for any C in Conf,

(A.15) FM (C) = FM (C ∩ Λ2M ) .

Claim A.2. If x0(C) ≤ T , and (A.14) holds, we have

(A.16) |FM (C)− FM (C − x0(C)) | ≤ c

100
Proof of Claim A.2. We use the definition of FM , the fact that F is bounded by 1, and the choice of M with
respect to T as in (A.14), and compute

|FM (C)− FM (C − x0(C))| ≤ 1
2M

(∫ M

M−x0(C)
|F (C + t)|dt+

∫ −M
−M−x0(C)

|F (C + t)|dt
)

≤ 2x0(C)
2M ‖F‖∞ ≤

T

M
≤ c

100 .

�
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Since P0,P1 have intensity 1, for r ≥ 1 large enough (depending on M, c,P0,P1), we have

(A.17) P0 (|C ∩ Λ8M | > r) + P1 (|C ∩ Λ8M | > r) ≤ c

100 .

For r fixed such that (A.17) holds, we consider the map on R2r+1 defined by

(A.18) H (a−r, . . . , ar) := FM

(
δ0 +

r∑
i=1

(δpi + δp−i)
)
,

where we let the pi’s be

(A.19) pi :=
i∑

k=1
ak (i ≥ 1), p−i :=

i∑
k=1
−a−k (i ≥ 1).

In other words H (a−r, . . . , ar) is obtained by applying FM to the configuration made of one point at 0 and
2r points located at pi for |i| = 1, . . . , r. The idea is that if a−r, . . . , ar are the first gaps of C, then this
configuration is made of the first points of C − x0(C). Since FM is bounded by 1, clearly so is H.

Claim A.3. We have
(A.20) EP0 [H (Γ−r(C), . . . ,Γr(C))]− EP1 [H (Γ−r(C), . . . ,Γr(C))] > 0.

Proof of Claim A.3. First of all, since P0,P1 have finite energy, the configurations have almost surely infinitely
many points in R+ and R−, hence the gaps are almost surely all finite and H (Γ−r(C), . . . ,Γr(C)) is well-
defined almost surely.

Since H is bounded by 1, and since (A.13), (A.17) hold, we have

(A.21)
∣∣EP0 [H (Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)]− EP0

[
1x0(C)≤T 1|C∩Λ8M |≤rH (Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)

]∣∣ ≤ c

100 + c

100 ,

and the same holds for P1. Knowing that x0(C) ≤ T , we have by (A.16)

|FM (C − x0(C))− FM (C)| ≤ c

100 ,

and since FM satisfies (A.15), we have
FM (C − x0(C)) = FM ((C − x0(C)) ∩ Λ2M ) .

Of course, the point configuration C − x0(C) can be written in terms of the gaps of C as

C − x0(C) = δ0 +
+∞∑
i=1

(
δpi + δp−i

)
,

where the pi’s are as in (A.19). Knowing that, moreover, |C ∩ Λ8M | ≤ r, we see that

(C − x0(C)) ∩ Λ2M =
(
δ0 +

r∑
i=1

δpi + δp−i

)
∩ Λ2M ,

and thus, using again (A.12),

FM ((C − x0(C)) ∩ Λ2M ) = FM

((
δ0 +

r∑
i=1

(δpi + δp−i)
)
∩ Λ2M

)
= FM

(
δ0 +

r∑
i=1

(δpi + δp−i)
)

= H (Γ−r, . . . ,Γr) .
We thus obtain by (A.16)∣∣EP0

[
1x0(C)≤T 1|C∩Λ8M |≤rH (Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)

]
− EP0

[
1x0(C)≤T 1|C∩Λ8M |≤rFM (C)

]∣∣ ≤ c

100 ,

which easily yields, in view of (A.21),

(A.22) |EP0 [H (Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)]− EP0 [FM (C)]| ≤ 5c
100 ,
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and the same goes for P1, which proves the claim. �

Finally, we use a density argument in L1(R2r+1
+ ) to find a test function on R2r+1

+ that satisfies (A.20) and
is compactly supported and Lipschitz with respect to the ‖ · ‖1 norm. By possibly reducing the lower bound
in (A.20), we can assume the test function to be 1−Lipschitz. �

A.4. Proof of Proposition 4.7.

Proof of Proposition 4.7. We recall that Conf(R) denotes the space of point configuration on R.

Detecting the local difference. Let c > 0, r ≥ 1, and a function H : R2r+1
+ → R as given by Lemma 4.6, such

that

(A.23) EP0 [H(Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)]− EP1 [H(Γ−r, . . . ,Γr)] ≥ c.

The function H is compactly supported, so let L be such that H is supported in [0, L]2r+1. Without loss of
generality, we can take L > 10. To clarify notation, let us define H̃(C) for a configuration C in Conf(R) as

(A.24) H̃(C) := H(Γ−r(C), . . . ,Γr(C)).

Strictly speaking, H̃ is not defined everywhere on Conf(R), but it is well-defined on the set of configurations
with at least r + 1 points on R+ and R−, because it ensures that the gaps Γ−r(C), . . . ,Γr(C) are all finite.

A test function to detect the global difference. For R > 1, we define the function ȞR on Conf(R) as

(A.25) ȞR : C 7→
∫ R

10

0
H̃(C − t)dt.

Clearly, ȞR is bounded by R
10 . Since P0,P1 are stationary, we have of course, using (A.23),

(A.26) EP0 [ȞR]− EP1 [ȞR] ≥ cR

10 .

Strictly speaking, ȞR is not defined everywhere on Conf(R). It is well-defined on the set configurations with
at least r+1 points on

[
R
10 ,+∞

)
and on (−∞, 0], because it guarantees that the gaps Γ−r(C−t), . . . ,Γr(C−t)

are finite for all t ∈
[
0, R10

]
.

Now, if Q is a coupling of P0 and P1, we may re-write (A.26) as

(A.27) EQ

[∫ R
10

0
H̃(C0 − t)dt−

∫ R
10

0
H̃(C1 − t)dt

]
≥ cR

10 .

Since, we work only with a coupling of the restrictions of P0 and P1 to ΛR, we have to restrict the argument
above to an event of high probability ensuring in particular that there are at least r+ 1 points in [−R, 0] and
[R/10, R], so that ȞR depends only on the configuration in ΛR, see (A.39) for a precise formulation.

Strategy of the proof. To simplify, let us assume that H̃(C) depends only on the first gap of C (the one with
index 0, between x0(C) and x1(C), see Definition 4.2). Since H is Lipschitz, for any two configurations C0, C1

and any t, we thus have

|H̃(C0 − t)− H̃(C1 − t)| ≤
∣∣Γ0(C0 − t)− Γ0(C1 − t)

∣∣ .
As t goes from 0 to R

10 , the first gap of C0 − t will successively correspond to the first gap of C0, then the
second one, etc. up to a gap of order ≈ R

10 in C0, and similarly for C1 − t. If the gaps of C0 − t and C1 − t
were always “aligned”, i.e. for any t, the index k0 such that Γ0(C0 − t) = Γk0(C0) and the index k1 (defined
similarly for C1) are equal, we would write, using a Fubini-type argument

(A.28)
∫ R

10

0
|H̃(C0 − t)− H̃(C1 − t)|dt w

R
10∑
k=0
|Γk(C0)− Γk(C1)|,
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and thus, in view of (A.25) and (A.26), we would get a lower bound of order R on a certain “gap difference”.
Getting a lower bound of the type

(A.29)
R
10∑
k=0
|Γk(C0)− Γk(C1)| ≥ cR

would be enough for our purposes.
Compared to this situation, the quantity H̃(C) depends on more than one gap. However, it only depends

on a finite number of gaps (here, at most 2r + 1), and the strategy can be easily adapted. The major
complication comes from aligning gaps, we describe it below.

We want to detect a difference between the gaps of C0 and C1. In the statement of Proposition 4.7, we
include the possibility of a fixed shift S, but let us take S = 0, and let us try to transform (A.27) into a
bound of the type (A.29). Let us consider a typical4 situation where x0(C0) > 0 and x0(C1) > 0. Taking the
time t = 0 in the integrals, we can bound

(A.30) |H̃(C0 − 0)− H̃(C1 − 0)| ≤
r∑

i=−r
|Γi(C0 − 0)− Γi(C1 − 0)| =

r∑
i=−r

|Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)|.

The right-hand side of (A.30) appears in the sum in (A.29), and the right-hand side of (A.30) appears in the
integral of (A.27), so (A.30) can be used to transform the lower bound in (A.27) into a lower bound of the
type (A.29). Now let us increase t, we have again, using the assumption on H,

|H̃(C0 − t)− H̃(C1 − t)| ≤
r∑

i=−r
|Γi(C0 − t)− Γi(C1 − t)|,

and for t small we still have
Γi(C0 − t) = Γi(C0), Γi(C1 − t) = Γi(C1).

However, these identities cease to hold as soon as we encounter a point of C0 or C1, i.e. as soon as t = T0 :=
min

(
x0(C0), x0(C1)

)
. Indeed, assuming e.g. that the first point encountered is x0(C0), we have, for t slightly

larger than T0, but smaller than x0(C1),

Γi(C0 − t) = Γi+1(C0), but still Γi(C1 − t) = Γi(C1),

so comparing naively the two integrands with the Lipschitz control of H gives us a lower bound

(A.31) |H̃(C0 − t)− H̃(C1 − t)| ≤
r∑

i=−r
|Γi+1(C0)− Γi(C1)|.

The left-hand side of (A.31) is still present in the integrals of (A.27), however the right-hand side of (A.31)
does not appear in the sum (A.29), and thus (A.31) is useless for us. To remedy this misalignment, we need
to shift the configuration C1 by x0(C1)− x0(C0), i.e. to add a quantity x0(C1)− x0(C0) to the “proper time”
t of C1. Indeed, we have, for t slightly larger than T0 + x0(C1)− x0(C0) = x0(C1),

Γi(C1 − t) = Γi+1(C1),

and thus comparing C0−t and C1−t−(x0(C1)−x0(C0)) yields again a summand from (A.29). Each time that
we encounter a “k-th point”, no matter whether it comes from C0 or from C1, we need to shift the “proper
time” of the other configuration in order to “align the gaps”. Doing this, we effectively “lose” portions of the
interval [0, R10 ] on which we integrate, which possibly deteriorates the lower bound of (A.27). In fact, it turns
out that the loss can be expressed in terms of the “gap difference” itself.

Another technicality occurs when one tries to make the Fubini argument yielding (A.28) rigorously, and
we will need to estimate the time “spent” on each gap Γi for i ∈ [0, R10 ].

4For technical reasons, when writing the formal proof below, we actually enforce that x0(C0) = x0(C1) = 0, which twists the
enumeration a little bit, but does not modify the general strategy.
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A good event. Let us introduce the following events

EG1 :=
{∣∣∣C[ R10 ,R]

∣∣∣ ≥ r + 1
}
∩
{∣∣C[−R,0]

∣∣ ≥ r + 1
}

EG2 :=
{
xPos(C; R10 )+r ≤

R

4

}
EG3 :=

{
xR1/2(C) ≤ 2R1/2

}
∩
{
x−R1/2(C) ≥ −2R1/2

}
EG4 :=

{∣∣∣C[− R
10 ,

R
10 ]
∣∣∣ ≤ R

3

}
,

and EGapR as the intersection
(A.32) EGapR := EG1 ∩ EG2 ∩ EG3 ∩ EG4.

By construction, if C is in EGapR, we know that:
• (Event EG1.) There are at least r + 1 points in [ R10 , R] and in [−R, 0], so ȞR(C|ΛR) is well-defined.
• (Event EG2.) The r-th gap of C − R

10 (which is the “right-most” gap that we consider when applying
ȞR to a configuration C) corresponds to points in

[
0, R4

]
. It implies that ȞR(C) depends only on

C|ΛR
4

, namely

(A.33) ȞR(C) = ȞR(C|ΛR
4

).

• (Event EG3.) The R1/2-th point on each side is at distance at most 2R1/2 . Since by assumption S
is a random variable bounded by R1/2, it yields

(A.34) |xS(C)| � R1/2.

We may note that we also have the very rough bound
(A.35) x0(C) � R1/2.

• (Event EG4.) There are at most R
3 points in

[
− R

10 ,
R
10
]
, and in particular

(A.36) |xk(C)| ≤ R

10 =⇒ |k| ≤ R

3 .

Since r is fixed, the discrepancy estimates (4.1) and (4.11) guarantee that,
lim
R→∞

P0 (EGapR) = lim
R→∞

P1 (EGapR) = 1,

so for R large enough, we have

(A.37) P0 (EGapR) ≥ 1− c

100 , P1 (EGapR) ≥ 1− c

100 .

The quantity to compute. For R large enough, we may write, since ȞR is bounded by R
10

(A.38) EP0 [ȞR]− EP1 [ȞR] ≤ EP0 [ȞR1EGapR ]− EP1 [ȞR1EGapR ] + 2c
100 ×

R

10 .

On the other hand, since Q is a coupling of the restrictions of P0,P1 to ΛR, in view of (A.33) we have

EP0 [ȞR1EGapR ]− EP1 [ȞR1EGapR ] = EQ

[
ȞR(C0)1EGapR(C0)− ȞR(C1)1EGapR(C1)

]
.

We now turn to compute the quantity

(A.39) EQ

[
1EGapR(C0)ȞR(C0)− 1EGapR(C1)ȞR(C1)

]
= EQ

[
1EGapR(C0)

∫ R
10

0
H̃(C0 − t)dt− 1EGapR(C1)

∫ R
10

0
H̃(C1 − t)dt

]
.

Let C0, C1 be fixed, and assume both belong to EGapR.
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The initial shift. Let v0, v1 be defined as

(A.40) v0 = x0(C0), v1 = xS(C1).

In view of (A.34), (A.35), we have

(A.41) |v0|+ |v1| � R1/2.

By the definition (4.4), (4.5) of the enumeration of points and gaps, the choice of v0, v1 as in (A.40) ensures
that for all i

(A.42) xi(C0 − v0) = xi(C0), xi(C1 − v1) = xi+S(C1), Γi(C0 − v0) = Γi(C0), Γi(C1 − v) = Γi+S(C1).

Remark A.4 (Notational choice). In the sequel, we will write, for simplicity, C0 = C0− v0 and C1 = C1− v1.
This amounts to doing a translation in each integral of (A.39), and the error is of order |v0| + |v1| which is
bounded as in (A.41), and thus negligible for our purposes (we pursue a lower bound of order R). It places
us in an “ideal” situation where S = 0, and where, at time t = 0, both configurations have a point at 0.

The proper times.
• We let T0 = 0, and recall (see previous paragraph) that x0(C0) = x0(C1) = 0. We define the functions

t00(t) = t, t10(t) = t.

• We let T1 be the first time at which we encounter a new point, more precisely:

(A.43) T1 := min
{
t : t00(t)− t00(T0) = Γ0(C0) or t10(t)− t10(T0) = Γ0(C1)

}
.

• We then define the functions

(A.44) t01(t) = t00(t) +
(
Γ0(C0)−

(
t00(T1)− t00(T0)

))
, t11(t) = t10(t) +

(
Γ0(C1)−

(
t10(T1)− t10(T0)

))
.

Of course, we have in fact t00(T0) = t10(T0) = 0, T1 = min(Γ0(C0),Γ0(C1)), and one of the quantities

Γ0(C0)− T1, Γ0(C1)− T1

is equal to zero, while the other one is the “shift”

Γ0(C0)− Γ0(C1), or Γ0(C1)− Γ0(C0),

that we must apply to the configuration with a larger first gap.
• Assume that Tk, t0k, t1k have been defined for some k ≥ 1. We let the time Tk+1 be given by

(A.45) Tk+1 := min
{
t, t0k(t)− t0k(Tk) = Γk(C0) or t1k(t)− t1k(Tk) = Γk(C1)

}
,

and we introduce the functions

(A.46)
{
t0k+1(t) := t0k(t) +

(
Γk(C0)−

(
t0k(Tk+1)− t0k(Tk)

))
,

t1k+1(t) := t1k(t) +
(
Γk(C1)−

(
t1k(Tk+1)− t1k(Tk)

))
.

Once again, by definition one of the “shifts” is equal to zero, and the other one is given by

(A.47) Γk(C0)− Γk(C1) or Γk(C1)− Γk(C0).

• Let kmax be defined as

(A.48) kmax := min
{
k : Tk ≥

R

10

}
We will only consider k ≤ kmax, in other words we stop the definition when Tk ≥ R

10 and let kmax be
the number of steps. Since (A.36) holds, we have kmax ≤ R

3 .
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Claim A.5. For all k, we have

(A.49) x0(C0 − t0k(Tk)) = xk(C0)− t0k(Tk) = 0, x0(C1 − t1k(Tk)) = xk(C1)− t1k(Tk) = 0,

and for t in (Tk, Tk+1), we have, using the notation of (4.6),

(A.50) Pos(C0, t0k(t)) = Pos(C1, t1k(t)) = k + 1,

which in particular implies the following “gap alignment” identity for t ∈ (Tk, Tk+1):

(A.51) Γ0
(
C0 − t0k(t)

)
= Γk+1(C0), Γ0

(
C1 − t1k(t)

)
= Γk+1(C1).

Proof. We recall that we enforced x0(C0) = x1(C0) = 0, which is (A.49) for k = 0. It allows us to re-write
the definition (A.43) as

T1 = min
(
t, t = Γ0(C0) or t = Γ0(C1)

)
,

thus in fact Γ0(C0) = x1(C0) and Γ0(C1) = x1(C1), and T1 is the first positive time at which a point of C0 or
C1 is encountered.

For 0 < t < T1, the configuration C0 − t has a “first negative point” given by x0(C0)− t = −t and a “first
positive point” given by x1(C0)− t, and the same holds for C1 − t. Thus (A.50) holds for k = 0.

Assume that (A.49) holds for some k ≥ 0. And without loss of generality, assume that

Tk+1 = min
(
t, t0k(t)− t0k(Tk) = Γk(C0)

)
.

Since we know, by induction hypothesis, that t0k(Tk) = xk(C0), we see that t0k+1(Tk+1) must be given by
xk(C0) + Γk(C0), which is equal to xk+1(C0). We obtain also, following the definition,

t1k+1(Tk+1) = t1k(Tk+1) +
(
Γk(C1)− (t1k(Tk+1)− t1k(Tk))

)
,

and using the induction hypothesis t1k(Tk) = xk(C1), we obtain

t1k+1(Tk+1) = xk(C1) + Γk(C1) = xk+1(C1),

which proves (A.49) at rank k + 1. We also deduce that (A.50) holds (at rank k). The claim is thus proven
by induction. �

Claim A.6 (Estimate on the time loss). For a bounded function F (t), we have

(A.52)

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ R

10

0
F (t)dt−

kmax−1∑
k=0

∫ Tk+1

Tk

F (t0k(t))dt

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖F‖∞
kmax∑
k=0

∣∣Γk(C0)− Γk(C1)
∣∣ ,

and similarly when replacing t0 by t1.

Proof. The intervals (Tk, Tk+1) are disjoint, and the change of variable t 7→ t0k(t) has speed 1. The “time
loss” [

0, R10

]
\
kmax−1⋃
k=0

{
t0k ((Tk, Tk+1))

}
comes from the time shifts (A.47), and its length is thus bounded by the sum of all possible shifts, which
yields the right-hand side of (A.52). �

Using the Lipschitz bound on shifted intervals.

Claim A.7. For all k ≤ kmax, for t ∈ (Tk, Tk+1), we have

(A.53)
∣∣H̃(C0 − t0k(t))− H̃(C1 − t1k(t))

∣∣ � L r∑
i=−r

∣∣Γi+1+k(C0)− Γi+1+k(C1)
∣∣

Γi+1+k(C0) + Γi+1+k(C1) .
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Proof. We first use the fact that H is 1-Lipschitz with respect to the ‖ · ‖1 norm on R2r+1
+ , and the identity

(A.50) to obtain

(A.54)
∣∣H̃(C0 − t0k(t))− H̃(C1 − t1k(t))

∣∣ ≤ r∑
i=−r

∣∣Γi+k+1(C0)− Γi+k+1(C1)
∣∣ .

To improve (A.54) into (A.53), we recall that the function H is bounded by 1 and supported in [0, L]2r+1 for
some L > 10.

For any i between −r and r, let us distinguish cases:
• The gaps Γi+k+1(C0) and Γi+k+1(C1) are both smaller than 2L, in which case we certainly have∣∣Γi+k+1(C0)− Γi+k+1(C1))

∣∣ ≤ 4L
∣∣Γi+k+1(C0)− Γi+k+1(C1)

∣∣
Γi+k+1(C0) + Γi+k+1(C1)) .

• Both are larger than L, in which case the left-hand side of (A.53) is zero.
• One of these quantities is smaller than L (say, without loss of generality, the first one) and the other

one is larger than 2L, in which case the left-hand side of (A.53) is bounded by 1, and the right-hand
side contains the term

4L
∣∣Γi+k+1(C0)− Γi+k+1(C1)

∣∣
Γi+k+1(C0) + Γi+k+1(C1) ≥ 4LΓi+k+1(C1)− L

L+ Γi+k+1(C1) ,

but clearly 4L(x−L)
x+L ≥ 2 for x ≥ 2L and L > 10, so the right-hand side of (A.53) is bounded below

by 2, and the inequality holds.
�

Shifting integrals and a Fubini argument.

Claim A.8.

(A.55)

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ R

10

0
H̃(C0 − t)dt−

∫ R
10

0
H̃(C1 − t)dt

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
+∞∑
i=−∞

LWeighti

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)
∣∣

Γi(C0) + Γi(C1) + Error,

where Weighti satisfies

(A.56) Weighti �
i+r∑

j=i−r−2
min

(
Γj(C0),Γj(C1)

)
,

and the range condition

(A.57) Weighti = 0 if |i| ≥ R/2,

and Error is bounded by

(A.58) Error �
R/2∑
i=0

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)
∣∣ .

Proof of Claim A.8. We use Claim A.6 with F = H̃(C0 − ·) and H̃(C1 − ·), and write

(A.59)
∫ R

10

0
H̃(C0 − t)dt−

∫ R
10

0
H̃(C1 − t)dt

=
kmax−1∑
k=0

∫ Tk+1

Tk

(
H̃(C0 − t0k(t))− H̃(C1 − t1k(t))

)
dt+ Error,

with Error bounded as in (A.58).
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Next, we use (A.53) from Claim A.7, and write, for every k

(A.60)

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ Tk+1

Tk

H̃(C0 − t0k(t))− H̃(C1 − t1k(t))dt

∣∣∣∣∣ � L(Tk+1 − Tk)
r∑

i=−r

∣∣Γi+k+1(C0)− Γi+k+1(C1)
∣∣

Γi+k+1(C0) + Γi+k+1(C1) .

Combining (A.59), (A.60), a Fubini argument yields (A.55), with weights

Weighti �
∑
k

1k∈[i−r−1,i+r−1],0≤k≤kmax (Tk+1 − Tk) .

This is a telescopic sum, and we may write
Weighti � Ti+r − Tmin{i−r−1,0}.

By definition of the times Tk, we see that

(A.61) Ti+r − Tmin{i−r−1,0} ≤
i+r∑

j=i−r−1
min

(
Γj(C0),Γj(C1)

)
,

which yields (A.56). Moreover, we see that Weighti is 0 if i+r−1 < 0 or i+r−1 > kmax, which in particular
(since kmax ≤ R

3 , taking R large enough with respect to r) implies (A.57). �

Final computation, step 1. Let us introduce the quantity

(A.62) gainR(C0, C1) :=
R
2∑

i=−R2

(
Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)

)2
(Γi(C0))2 + (Γi(C1))2 ,

and let us recall that the goal of this proof is to obtain a lower bound on the expectation, under the coupling
Q, of gainR(C0, C1) that would be proportional to R.

Claim A.9. There exists a constant CL,r depending only on L, r such that

(A.63)

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ R

10

0
H̃(C0 − t)dt−

∫ R
10

0
H̃(C1 − t)dt

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ CL,r

 R
2∑

i=−R2

Γk(C0)2 + Γk(C1)2

1/2 (
gainR(C0, C1)

)1/2
.

Proof of Claim A.9. We write the result of Claim A.8 as follows:

(A.64)∣∣∣∣∣
∫ R

10

0
H̃(C0 − t)dt−

∫ R
10

0
H̃(C1 − t)dt

∣∣∣∣∣ �
R/2∑

i=−R/2

L

 i+r∑
j=i−r−2

min
(
Γj(C0),Γj(C1)

) ∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)
∣∣

Γi(C0) + Γi(C1)

+
R/2∑
i=0

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)
∣∣ .

For the first term in the right-hand side of (A.64), we use Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and the trivial
bound

min
(
Γj(C0),Γj(C1)

)2 ≤ Γj(C0)2 + Γj(C1)2,

while for the last term in the right-hand side, we write∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)
∣∣ =

∣∣Γi(C0)− Γi(C1)
∣∣

Γi(C0) + Γi(C1)
(
Γi(C0) + Γi(C1)

)
,

and use Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality. In both cases, we obtain a term bounded by the right-hand side of
(A.63), up to a multiplicative constant depending only on L, r. �
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Final computation, step 2. Taking the expectation of (A.63) under the coupling Q (to simplify, we forget
about the conditioning on the event EGapR, which does not affect the estimate see e.g. (A.38). We obtain,
replacing the left-hand side of (A.63) as in (A.39),

(A.65) EP0 [ȞR]− EP1 [ȞR] � EQ


 R

2∑
i=−R2

Γk(C0)2 + Γk(C1)2

1/2 (
gainR(C0, C1)

)1/2 .
Using Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality, Lemma 4.4, (2.14) and the fact that P0,P1 have finite energy, the right-
hand side of (A.65) can be bounded in order to yield

EP0 [ȞR]− EP1 [ȞR] � R1/2EQ
[
gainR(C0, C1)

] 1
2 ,

and if we use (A.26) to bound below EP0 [ȞR]− EP1 [ȞR] we deduce that

R � R1/2EQ
[
gainR(C0, C1)

] 1
2 ,

so R � EQ
[
gainR(C0, C1)

]
, which concludes the proof. �

Appendix B. The screening procedure

We present a sketch of the screening argument as developed in [PS17, Section 6]. For the notation of that
paper, our setting is d = 1, s = 0, k = 1, γ = 0, g(x) = − log |x|, cd,s = 2π, and our s is their ε. We also
use the fact that, in the present case, the background measure has a constant intensity. We do not claim to
make any serious improvement on the procedure.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. We recall that R′ = R(1− s), that by assumption (3.2), (3.3) we have∫
{−R′,R′}×[−R,R]

|Eη|2 = Mscr ≤M,(B.1)

1
s4R

∫
ΛR×R\(−s2R,s2R)

|E|2 = escr ≤ 1,(B.2)

and, that by assumption (3.4), the smeared out charges σx,η, for x in C, do not intersect the boundary
ΛR′ × R.

By a mean value argument, there exists ` in [s2R, 2s2R] such that

(B.3)
∫

ΛR×{−`,`}
|E|2 ≤ s2escr ≤ s2.

Subdividing the domain. As depicted on Figure 2, we decompose ΛR × [−R,R] in three parts:

D0 = ΛR′ × [−`, `], D∂ = (ΛR × [−`, `]) \D0, D1 = (ΛR × [−R,R])\(D0 ∪D∂).

Roughly speaking, here is what the screening procedure entails:
• The point configuration will be kept in Old and the existing electric field will be kept in D0.
• In D∂ , we throw away the field and configuration. We will place a correct number of new points and

define an electric field whose normal component coincides with the existing one on the vertical dotted
lines and reaches 0 on the vertical full line. There will be, however, a non-vanishing component of
the field at the level of the dashed line.
• In D1, we manipulate the electric field, starting from the horizontal dashed line, in order to reach a

zero normal component on the exterior (full line).

Definition B.1 (Some quantities.). We let Nint = |C ∩ΛR′ | = |C ∩D0|, be the number of points of C inside
D0 - those will not be touched, and we will place |ΛR|−Nint points in New in order for the final configuration
to have |ΛR| points.
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D1

D1

D0

D0

D∂

D∂

D∂

D∂

bc bc bc bcbc bc bc bc bc bc bcbcbc bc bc bc

O(R)
ℓ ≈ s2RΛR

2R

sR

E · ~ν = 0

E · ~ν = 0

OldNew New

Figure 2. Sketch of the situation.

We also define U0 as the quantity

(B.4) U0 := 1
2(|ΛR| − |ΛR′ |)

∫
[−R′,R′]×{−`,`}

E · ~ν.

The integral in (B.4) corresponds to the integral of the normal component of the existing field on the horizontal
dotted lines in Figure 2.

The screening procedure enforces that the normal component of the constructed field on the dashed line
part of the boundary of D∂ exactly compensates U0, so that the total flux on the boundary of both rectangles
that form D1 is 0.

Claim B.2 (Size of U0). We have

(B.5) U0 � R−1/2.

Proof. Since R′ = R(1− s) and by definition of U0, we have

U0 �
1
sR

∫
[−R′,R′]×{−`,`}

|E|,

and combining the Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality with (B.3) we obtain (B.5). �

We split ΛR\ΛR′ into intervals Hi whose lengths belong to [`/2, 2`], and we let H̃i = Hi × [−`, `]. We
denote by Hleft (resp. Hright the interval exactly to the left (resp. to the right) or −R′ (resp. R′).

For any interval in this decomposition, we let mi be such that

(B.6) 2π(mi − 1)|Hi| =
∫

({−R′,R′}×[−`,`])∩∂H̃i
Eη · ~ν − 2U0|Hi|.

The first term in the right-hand side of (B.6) is only present if Hi is Hleft or Hright, the second term is always
present.

Claim B.3 (Estimate on mi). We quantify how close to 1 the number mi defined in (B.6) is.
• If Hi is not Hleft or Hright, we have then

(B.7) |mi − 1| � R−1/2

• If Hi is one of the two intervals Hleft, Hright that have an intersection with ∂ΛR′ , we have

(B.8) |mi − 1| � R−1/2 + M1/2
scr R

−1/2s−1.
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In particular, in both cases, for R large enough, we have

(B.9) |mi − 1| � 1
2 .

Proof. In the first case, we have |mi−1| � U0 and we apply (B.5). In the second case, we add the contribution
of the integral

1
|Hi|

∫
∂D0∩∂H̃i

Eη · ~ν � `−1`1/2
(∫

∂D0

|Eη|2
)1/2

� (s2R)−1/2M1/2
scr ,

where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (B.1). �

Then each interval Hi is divided into sub-intervals of length 1
mi

, and in each of these intervals, exactly
one point of the new screened configuration is placed. More precisely, a point is placed randomly at distance
less than η

4 from the center of the interval. This randomness is important, because it “creates volume” and
yields the description of the “new points” as in (3.8).

For the end of the screening procedure (constructing the screened electric field and estimating its energy),
we refer to the proof of [PS17]. Let us emphasize that, in our setting, some technicalities become irrelevant
and that the construction and estimates could be written in a much more concise way. Here is a short sketch
thereof:

(1) First, as the k-th point zk is being “placed”, in the sub-interval Ik we define the electric field by
solving

−div E = 2π (δzk − dx)
in Ik× [−`, `], with some boundary condition. These boundary conditions are chosen in a compatible
fashion for two neighboring sub-intervals. We also impose a zero boundary condition on the left for
the sub-interval that contains −R (and similarly for the rightmost sub-interval), and to match the
existing boundary condition given by the pre-existing field E for the two sub-intervals that share an
endpoint with Old. Estimating the “energy” created this way is an additional task, but we find that
it only yields a small error compared to the total energy.

(2) At this stage, the electric field is defined on Old × [−`, `], the region denoted by D0 in Figure 2, by
keeping the pre-existing field; and on New× [−`, `], the region denoted by D∂ in Figure 2, by defining
it on each sub-interval, as in the previous step. It remains to define it on the region denoted by D1
in Figure 2. Of course, we do not place any points here, but we tile this region by small rectangles
of side-length ≈ `, and on each of these we solve

−div E = 0,

with an appropriate choice of (mutually compatible) boundary conditions, which allow us to pass
from whatever boundary condition exists at the frontier of D∂ , D0, to the desired Neumann condition
E · ~ν = 0 on the boundary on the big rectangle in Figure 2. There again, one must estimate the
energy of these “patching” fields.

(3) We then obtain the desired screened electric field.
�

Proof of Claim 3.4. By construction, for any Hi we place exactly one point at the center of each sub-interval
of length 1

mi
. Since the length of Hi is in [`/2, 2`], with ` � s2R, and since |mi − 1| ≤ 1

2 (see (B.9)) the
number of sub-intervals in each interval is � s2R. In particular

(B.10) # points in Hleft � s2R.

In view of Claim B.3, the distance between the position of k-th point (starting from the leftmost one) and
−R+ k − 1

2 is bounded, up to a universal multiplicative constant, by
• kR−1/2 as long as the point does not belong to Hleft.
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• kR−1/2 + (k − k0)M1/2
scr R−1/2s−1 if the point belongs to Hleft, where k0 is the index of the last point

outside Hleft. By (B.10), we may write

kR−1/2 + (k − k0)M1/2
scr R

−1/2s−1 �
(

1 + M1/2
scr

)
sR1/2.

We thus have, as claimed in (3.10),
|zk − zk| � kR−1/2,

as long as zk is not in Hleft, that is for k such that
s2R � |sR− k|.

When zk is in Hleft, that is for k such that
|sR− k| � s2R,

we have, as claimed in (3.12),
|zk − zk| � M1/2

scr sR
1/2.

Let us recall that kmax is the index of the first point such that zk ≥ −R + sR. We deduce that kmax is
equal to sR, up to an error of order M1/2

scr sR1/2, which yields (3.9).
The inequalities (3.10), (3.12) can then be converted into discrepancy estimates (3.11) and (3.13). �
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